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Abstract
Identifying customers’ perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of a particular service is 
an important step in the process of providing good service quality. This insight will allow 
managers to prioritize and allocate resources necessary for continued success or remediation. 
The purpose o f this research was to identify skiers’ and snowboarders’ perceptions of ski 
resort quality in Hakuba, Japan.
Since the early 1990s there has been a steady decline in visitation at Japanese ski 
resorts. The reduction in numbers has been attributed to mostly an aging ski population and 
an unstable economy over recent years. As a result, many of Japan’s ski resorts have closed, 
and the ones that have managed to stay in business are looking for ways to maintain or 
increase participation rates. One way to improve business is to better understand the current 
clients’ opinions on service quality. This was done by using a survey to undertake an 
importance performance measurement.
Heterogeneity o f the sample was taken into account by segmenting skiers and 
snowboarders by levels of recreation specialization. Specialization was used as it has 
demonstrated empirically to be a key variable which affects preferences and levels of 
satisfaction in recreational activities.
Surveys were distributed at the Happo-One ski resort in Hakuba, Japan, asking 
participants to rank various attributes (services and infrastructure) according to perceptions 
o f importance and satisfaction with company performance in this area. Data were then 
analysed using the importance-performance analysis (IPA). ITre respondents were divided 
into specialization groups using a cluster analysis method. The cluster analysis was preferred 
over an additive approach, as it accounts the unique contribution of different dimensions.
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The results show that Happo-One is predominantly a skier resort with a smaller 
proportion o f mostly “low” specialized snowboarders. The use o f the IPA was an effective 
method to identify the resort’s strengths and weaknesses. Overall, the resort performed the 
best in the area o f lessons, and results indicated that priorities for change included restaurants, 
slopes services and slope characteristics. The areas o f accommodations, equipment rentals, 
shops, and tourist information services were all considered areas of low priority for attention.
While there were some similarities between the skier and snowboarder results, more of 
the attributes for the snowboarders were located below the acceptable level o f satisfaction 
with performance. Compared to the skier group, more issues need to be addressed for the 
snowboarders, in order to increase satisfaction. Understanding of data was enhanced by 
segmenting skiers and snowboarders by levels o f specialization. Respondents who were 
lower in specialization were less satisfied overall, indicating Happo-One is more conducive 
for higher specialized participants.
This research demonstrated that skiers and snowboarders have different requirements 
that should be taken into account by managers of ski resorts. Furthermore, segmenting by 
recreation specialization was found to be a useful strategy in understanding the differing 
perceptions within both skier and snowboarder groups. This study showed that IPA is an 
effective and efficient approach to highlight the strengths and weaknesses o f  ski resorts and 
in prioritising areas o f needed further research.
KEYWORDS: Recreation Specialization, Importance-Performance Analysis, Ski Resort, 
Skier/Snowboarder Differences, Segmentation, Japan
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Decreased visitation, by winter activity participants, has become an increasing issue at 
Japanese ski resorts over the last 15 years. The Japan Productivity Centre for Socio- 
Economic Development (JPC-SED) publishes an annual report on Japanese recreation and 
leisure trends entitled the White Paper on Leisure. The most recent report (JPC-SED, 2006) 
indicated that the Japanese ski industry has experienced a prolonged decline since the early 
1990s. In 1993, visitation at ski resorts in Japan peaked at approximately 18 million visitors, 
and in 2005 this number had been reduced to only 12.3 million. While overall visitor 
numbers are down at ski resorts, an emerging snowboard market grew throughout the 1990s 
until it peaked in 2002 (approximately 42% o f ski resort visitors), however growth in this 
sport has remained stagnant since 2001 (See Figure 1.1).
Various empirical studies have attributed the declining numbers at Japanese ski resorts 
to a variety o f environmental factors including snow quality and air temperature (e.g., 
Fukushima, Kureha, Ozaki, Fujimori, & Harasawa, 2002). Others, such as The White Paper 
on Leisure (JPC-SED, 2006) and Kureha (2002), have suggested the lacklustre performance 
o f the Japanese economy in recent years and an aging population. Since the ‘bubble 
economy’ burst in the early 1990s, the Japanese are more wary about how they spend their 
money (Tourism British Columbia, 2006). Many school groups no longer participate in ski 
trips, limiting the exposure o f skiing to a younger generation. Additionally, the increase in 
the unemployment rate has also limited the participation by younger Japanese (JPC-SED, 
2006).
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Figure 1.1; Participation Rate in Skiing and Snowboarding from  1993 to 2005 in Japan (JPC-SED)
Although ski resorts will not be able to do much about these major environmental and
societal factors, the reduction in actual customers leads inevitably to a more competitive 
environment. Hence, ski resort managers need to strive to provide the highest quality o f 
product and service in order to maintain a share o f this ever decreasing market. While 
assessing and improving quality o f facilities and services may seem like obvious courses o f 
action, traditional management o f Japanese ski resorts has not always been interested in or 
needed to be too sensitive to customer needs. Tourism British Columbia (2006, p.24) 
suggested that “during the heyday o f the Japanese ski market, ski industries were devoted to 
making money and did not put any efforts to convey charms of ski experience to Japanese 
skiers and many skiers did not continue on skiing.” It is important then for ski resort 
managers in Japan to adopt a new approach and become more sensitive to user needs by 
identifying and prioritizing areas o f the resort which need improvements. Determining
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which attributes o f the resort are perceived by customers to be deficient and which of the 
attributes are strengths would be a useful first step in this process.
1.2 The Problem
Determining the level o f service quality at ski resorts is considered an important step in the 
process o f long-term economic sustainability (Gilbert, Manning, & Ormiston, 1998; Thapa, 
2001 ; Van Peer, 2003). Van Peer (2003) suggests that in order for ski resorts to maintain 
their market share, managers must develop effective marketing tools based on the specific 
needs of their clientele. This research will assist managers o f ski resorts by informing them 
about skier and snowboarder perceptions o f importance and satisfaction with Happo-One's 
performance concerning various attributes o f the resort. In doing so, various strengths will 
be identified and deficiencies revealed, so that that managers can assess and prioritize areas 
for improvement in addition to maintaining key areas o f success.
One tool commonly used to identify deficiencies in tourism and recreational services is 
the importance-performance analysis (IPA), developed by Mtirtilla and James (1977). The 
IPA has been used to determine customers’ satisfaction with the performance o f companies 
or organizations in the delivery o f services and facilities and the relative importance o f the 
specific attributes to the consumer. However, one o f the issues that has arisen in many o f the 
applications o f the IPA is the failure to disaggregate consumers into groups or segments 
based on industry relevant characteristics. The common recommendation amongst 
researchers is that future applications o f IPA must incorporate segmentation into the analysis 
(e.g., Bruyere, Rodriguez, & Vaske, 1992; Oh, 2001; Wade & Eagles, 2003). Specifically, 
the applications o f IPA within the context o f the ski industry have yet to incorporate 
segmentation into the analyses as recommended by Hudson & Shephard (1998) and Uysal et
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al., (1991). The result o f coupling IPA with segmentation is likely to provide a more 
informative assessment across a wide range o f groups.
Variables used as a means o f segmenting the skiers and snowboarders at ski resorts 
should be determined by their ability to represent the diversity which exists among 
recreationists within the same activity. Recreations specialization is a construct which is 
seen by many outdoor recreation researchers as being especially useful in distinguishing sub­
groups within the same activity (e.g., Bryan, 1977; Kuentzel & McDonald, 1992; McIntyre & 
Pigram, 1992; Scott & Shafer, 2001). These same studies have shown that there is a 
correlation between levels of specialization and a variety o f preferences of recreationists.
1.3 Importance o f  the Research 
This research will benefit the academic community by extending the knowledge on 
recreation specialization and importance performance analysis. This research will provide 
insight on how recreation specialization influences skiers’ and snowboarders’ perceptions of 
the quality of products and services offered by a ski resort. ITie study also breaks new 
ground in applying IPA and customer segmentation (based on specialization) for the first 
time within a ski resort.
Additionally, this research will benefit resort managers in Japan and internationally and 
more directly those who manage the specific ski area studied (Happo-One, Hakuba, Japan) 
by providing relevant information on ski resort visitors’ preferences. Given the challenges 
facing the ski industry in Japan, managers will benefit from the knowledge o f how well they 
are providing their services. This study will assist managers by identifying market segments 
which vary in the importance attributed to specific services or facilities and provide insights 
into satisfaction with their performance. The identification o f these deficiencies will assist
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managers by enabling them to target specific areas for improvement, prioritise expenditures, 
and to focus more attention on the needs of their customers.
1.4 Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study will be to segment users o f Happo-One ski resort in Japan by their 
sport (skiing or snowboarding) and by their level o f recreation specialization within each 
sport. Specialization is used because it clarifies which recreationist within each sporting 
group needs to be targeted, thus further informing management. These segments will then be 
used to explore customers’ perceptions of the quality o f delivery o f facilities and services in 
the resort.
1.5 Definitions
Recreation Specialization: is a continuum from general interest and low involvement in an 
activity to specialized interest and high involvement. Each level of specialization carries 
distinctive behaviours and orientations (Bryan, 1977).
Behavioral Dimension: is a dimension of recreation specialization which measures the 
frequency and intensity o f an activity (McIntyre & Pigram, 1993).
Cognitive Dimension: is a dimension o f recreation specialization which measures skills and 
knowledge and setting attributes (McIntyre & Pigram, 1993).
Affective Dimension (Psychological): is a dimension of recreation specialization which 
measures ‘enduring involvement’ (self-expression, attraction and centrality to lifestyle; 
McIntyre & Pigram, 1993).
Market Segmentation: is a fundamental practice in marketing research, which involves the 
process o f dissecting markets into smaller subgroups that 
share common characteristics (Wade & Eagles, 2003).
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Importanee-Performanee Analysis (IPA): is an indicator o f service quality which shows 
the relative importance of various attributes, and the performance of the firm, product or 
destination in providing these attributes (Hudson & Shephard, 1998).
Attribute: Individual components o f a target product which considers not only the 
characteristics o f the firm’s product or service but also the market demands shared by 
competing companies (Oh, 2001).
Importance: is the worth o f an attribute as perceived by the customer (Guadagnolo, 1985). 
Performance: A measure o f a customers satisfaction with the provision o f various attributes 
(Bums, Graefe & Absher, 2003).
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2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Overview
Van Peer (2003) suggested that in order for ski resorts to maintain their market share, 
managers must diversify their products and develop effective marketing tools. This 
suggestion is warranted, however, it assumes that managers have an understanding o f the 
needs o f their customers. To efficiently develop marketing strategies and to provide 
appropriate services and products, managers must initially determine the desires o f their 
customers.
In recent years, the ski industry has been faced with many new challenges as the use of 
resorts extends beyond skiing to include other sports such as snowboarding (Thapa, 2001 ; 
Van Peer, 2003). Recent studies (Lewis & Wild, 1995; Tuppen, 200; Van Peer, 2003) 
indicate that the emphasis o f ski resorts should be to use new technologies and to diversify 
products and services in order to meet the demands o f a changing and increasingly diverse 
market. One method of recognizing differences is to segment the customers based on similar 
characteristics.
It has been argued that in order to offer the most diverse and the highest quality of 
service, ski resort managers need to focus on market segmentation (Hudson & Shephard, 
1998; Van Peer, 2003). Gilbert et al., (1998) proposed that ski resorts should focus 
marketing efforts on such items as length o f lift lines, quality o f food, transportation issues, 
snow quality, terrain, and employee attitude. It follows, that in order to ensure economic 
sustainability, it is important to understand how customers’ perceptions o f quality for these 
various resort attributes varies among different market segments (e.g., snowboarders and 
skiers).
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This chapter assesses the current state o f literature for successful delivery o f ski resort 
products and services. The paradigm o f “Importance-?erfbimance Analysis” (IPA) will be 
reviewed as an effective tool for measuring and monitoring seiwice quality. Subsequently, 
this chapter will review literature associated with segmenting ski resort customers by sport 
and level o f recreation specialization. It will be shown that sport and level o f specialization 
influence customer preferences, attitudes, and behaviours. By segmenting ski resort users 
and applying the IPA, ski resort managers will be better equipped to address marketing 
concerns and will be able to make the appropriate changes to better meet the needs of 
customers.
2.2 Importanee-Performanee Analysis 
2.2.1: Development and Implementation o f  the IPA
The importance-performance paradigm was introduced more than thirty years ago (Martilla 
& James, 1977) as a relatively quick and easy way for managers to develop marketing 
strategies. From a theoretical perspective, some debate exists in the literature on exactly 
what the IPA is measuring. While some researchers propose that the IPA measures 
satisfaction (e.g. Guadagnolo, 1985; Tarrant & Smith, 2002), it has also been suggested that 
the IPA more appropriately measures service quality (e.g. Hamilton, Crompton & More,
1991; Hudson & Shephard, 1998). In his review on IPA literature, Oh (2001) explains that in 
many of the studies there is confusion between the terms importance and expectation. In 
some cases the two terms are used interchangeably (e.g. Hollenhorst, Olson & Fortney, 2002). 
The end result o f equating expectation with importance is that the IPA is seen as measuring 
satisfaction. The reason for this is that a common method o f assessing customer satisfaction 
is to look at the gap which exists between individual expectation for a product or service and
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the perception o f performance for the same product or service (Oliver, 1980). Ryan (1999) 
suggests that the difference between expectation and importance is that while the former 
measures a tolerated outcome, importance is actually a measure o f the outcome that an 
individual desires. Hamilton et al. (1991) state that service quality should be a measure o f 
desired outcomes and the perceived importance. In this study, the IPA is taken to be an 
indicator o f service quality, defined by perceptions o f importance (desired outcome) and 
satisfaction with performance.
The first dimension o f the IPA is a measurement of customer satisfaction with the 
performance on a particular service or product. The second dimension is a measurement of 
the customer’s perception o f the relative importance for the same service or product. The 
result o f these two measurements plot points on a two-dimensional action chart which is then 




“Keep Up Good Work’
Performance
“Possible Overkill’
Figure 2.1: Importanee-Performanee Action Chart
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The interpretation of the action chart with its four management implications is 
relatively straight forward. In the quadrant where importance and satisfaction with 
performance are both high, the label ‘keep up good work’ is given. The implication here is 
that managers do not need to worry about making any changes. If the customer rates both 
importance and satisfaction with performance low, the label ‘low priority’ is given. The 
implications for management are such that changes can be made to improve quality; however, 
there is no sense o f urgency because the customer does not deem it an important attribute. If 
the importance is low but the satisfaction with performance is high, then the label given is 
‘possible overkill’. Management may be focusing too much in this area when there is no 
need to make changes. Finally, and arguably most important, is the quadrant entitled 
‘concentrate here’. The customer is not satisfied with the performance, yet this attribute is o f 
high importance. Managers should focus their attention here in order to improve quality.
One o f the critical issues that the researcher must address when employing the IPA is 
where to place the cross-hairs. The placement o f these intersecting lines, forming the 
boundaries between quadrants, will have an effect on the inteiq)retation and hence, the 
management implications for the various attributes. There has been considerable debate 
among researchers as to what method is most appropriate when making this decision (Oh,
2001). Some researchers have used the actual mean for the scale (e.g., Guadagnolo, 1985), 
the scalar mean (e.g., Evans & Chon, 1989), and the statistically derived mean (e.g., Fletcher, 
Kaiser & Groger, 1992). However, most recent studies have opted for arbitrary placement 
beyond the points o f neutrality (e.g., Wade & Eagles, 2003). These studies have used 
arbitrary placement in order to better reflect the goals o f the managers (Oh, 2001). For 
example, Wade and Eagles (2003) set their cross-hairs at four (out o f five) for both
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importance and satisfaction to reflect standards o f ‘extremely important’ and ‘excellent’ 
performance.
2.2.2: Use o f  the IPA in a Recreational Context
The IPA has been used in a wide range o f contexts over the years: to assess the success o f 
product and service delivery for travel and tourism (e.g., Go & Zhang, 1997; Okata et al., 
2007); recreation (e.g., Guadagnolo, 1985; Wade & Eagles, 2003); education (e.g., Alberty & 
Mihalik, 1989; Kitcharoen, 2004); and healthcare (e.g., Dolinsky, 1991). Recreation and 
leisure applications o f the IPA have been largely concerned with exploring quality o f a 
service rather than tangible products (Oh, 2001 ). The result has been to measure the 
customer’s perceptions o f satisfaction with the performance o f delivering a service.
In leisure research, the IPA has been used to determine service quality in a range o f 
contexts. Guadagnolo (1985) was one o f the first researchers to apply the IPA in a 
recreational context. His research was targeted at participants in a ten kilometre race and 
asked them to evaluate 31 attributes o f the race. Other applications o f the IPA in a 
recreational context have been used to determine service quality for rental cabins in state 
parks (Hollenhorst, Olson, & Fortney, 1992) and to evaluate visitor satisfaction with 
attributes of outdoor recreation settings (Tarrant & Smith, 1992). These studies concluded 
that the IPA was an effective tool for managers with limited resources; however, they caution 
its use a primary tool for developing management strategies.
Tarrant and Smith (1992) attempted to use the IPA in order to provide managers with 
specific information on which to base their marketing efforts. The surveys in this study were 
distributed to over 11 000 people in 31 recreational settings, ranging from primitive to 
developed. What separates this study from traditional IPA applications is that the researchers
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modified the framework to include a measure o f statistical variance, whereas traditional 
models only used the mean score when plotting levels o f performance and importance. The 
results o f this study indicated that the modified IPA was better for smaller samples (less than 
four hundred) while the traditional IPA was suited for larger samples.
Another common suggestion made by researchers using the IPA is to couple analysis 
with some form of segmentation (e.g., Guadagnolo, 1985; Hollenhorst et al., 1992; Hudson 
& Shephard, 1998; Tarrant & Smith, 2002; Uysal et al., 1991). The purpose o f segmenting is 
to avoid producing results which indicate the needs of an “average user” (Bruyere et al.,
2002). To better understand satisfaction across a wide range o f user groups, the 
heterogeneity o f the population must be taken into consideration.
Bruyere et al. (2002) segmented visitors to a gateway community in Colorado in order 
to determine their satisfaction with recreational activities. Researchers divided the sample 
into three segments (tourists, seasonal residents and full-time residents). Ultimately, 
satisfaction did vary amongst the segments and the researchers suggested that segmentation 
is a necessary component o f IPA and that the benefits o f the IPA included its low cost to 
administer, simplicity in interpretation, and effective targeting of management intervention 
when combined with segmentation.
Wade and Eagles (2003) applied the IPA to national park visitors in Tanzania and noted 
the implications for user displacement. Their consensus was that unless the user groups were 
segmented, there was a high chance that the large number of front-country users would skew 
the data and misrepresent the needs of backcountry users. By segmenting groups according 
to varying geographic regions of the park, the researchers were able to discover the specific
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needs o f a unique niche o f hikers which would have otherwise gone unnoticed in a mass 
application o f the IPA.
The IPA has been used to a limited extent to determine service quality at ski resorts. 
Hudson and Shephard (1998) implemented the IPA at a major ski resort in Switzerland and 
Uysal et al. (1991) applied the IPA to a ski resort in North Carolina. While both studies 
found the IPA an effective tool for measuring service quality, there were limitations to both 
studies. Specifically, the need to incorporate segmentation was noted as a way to make the 
results a better reflection o f the diverse ski market. The purpose of both studies was to 
identify the attributes of a specific ski resort and to evaluate them based on the perceptions o f 
the users. Uysal et al. (1991) developed a list o f attributes, but it is unclear how these 
attributes were derived. Hudson and Shephard (1998), on the other hand, indicated the use o f 
focus group discussions and interviews in determining which attributes were to be 
incorporated into their study. The result o f this consultation process was a list o f 97 
attributes in 12 categories. These researchers noted that a major limitation o f their results 
was that they did not undertake a segmentation study. As discussed previously, lack o f 
segmentation is problematic because there is potential for certain user groups and their 
specific needs to go unrecognised. Both applications o f the IPA at ski resorts included 
recommendations to apply different segmentation variables such as familiarity with the resort, 
skill level, gender, age, and activity type.
2.3 Recognizing Skier/Snowboarder Differences 
Since the introduction o f snowboarding in the late 1970s there has been a rapid increase in 
the number o f participants, making it the sport with the greatest impact on the ski industry 
(Hudson, 1999). Hudson explained that because o f the snowboard boom of the 1990s there
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has been a dramatic effect on ski resorts worldwide. Research (Thapa & Graefe, 1999;
Vaske et al., 2000; Vaske, Dyar & Timmons, 2004) explored these effects by analysing the 
compatibility o f skiers and snowboarders. This was achieved by looking at aspects o f the 
conflicts which appeared to exist between the two sporting groups. Conclusions generally 
indicated that as the skill level o f participants increased, so did the perceptions o f conflict. 
Additionally, there was a higher incidence o f ‘out-group’ than ‘in-group’ conflicts.
However, these studies were conducted when snowboarding was still in its infancy and 
experiencing rapid growth. Since this time, snowboarding’s growth has peaked in terms of 
numbers and now comprises a considerable portion for the total ski resort market (Hudson, 
1999).
In Japan, the growth o f snowboarding peaked in 2002 and participation rates remained 
static throughout the period o f 2002 to 2005 (JPC-SED, 2006). According the Japan 
Productivity Centre for Socio-Economic Development (JPC-SED) (2006) publication entitled 
The White Paper on Leisure, the most recent known participation rate for skiing and 
snowboarding combined is 1 l .I  per cent o f the total Japanese population. O f this group, 58 
per cent are skiers and 42 per cent are snowboarders. While snowboarding experienced rapid 
growth in participation during the 1990s, there was a drastic reduction in skiing (17.9% in 
1993 reduced to 6.4% in 2005). The JPC-SED attributes this decline in participation to an 
aging population, declining economic prosperity and decreased opportunities for younger 
people.
In addition to a difference in participation rates, the skiers and snowboarders in Japan 
are characterized by different demographics. The White Paper on Leisure shows that the 
mean age o f skiers in Japan is 38.8 years for males and 36.7 years for females, whereas
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snowboarders are characterized by much younger mean ages (27.4 years and 26.1 years 
respectively). Considering this large age gap, it is not surprising to find that skiers in Japan 
have more years o f experience (17 years) when compared to snowboarders (5 years). Travel 
party composition and expenditure on sport are another two areas where skiers and 
snowboarders in Japan have reported differences. A large proportion o f skiers (35.1%) 
reported participating in their sport with family, whereas only 9.2 per cent of snowboarders 
reported participation with family. Conversely, a higher per cent o f snowboarders (54.5%) 
than skiers (31.8%) participate with friends. In regards to the amount of money spent 
annually by skiers and snowboarders in Japan, skiers spend almost a third more (SCAD 
714.00) on their sport as compared to snowboarders (SCAD 541.00).
In addition to the differences in characteristics of snowboarders and skiers, there has 
also been some evidence that the two sports have different requirements. Vaske et al. (2004) 
attempted to determine the compatibility o f skiing and snowboarding by looking at the levels 
o f conflict that arise on the slopes. Results confirmed previous studies (Thapa & Graefe, 
1999; Vaske et al., 2000) which indicated that skiers and snowboarders are less tolerant 
towards recreationists from the other activity than those individuals within their own activity. 
A recommendation for managers included possible separation of skiers and snowboarders by 
developing specific trails such as half-pipes (freestyle terrain) for snowboarders. As 
mentioned previously, there has been massive growth in ski technology leading to the use of 
half-pipes and terrain parks by both skiers and snowboarders. If skiers and snowboarders do 
have different requirements, then further research is needed to determine these differences 
other than simply proposing the development o f specific trails for each sport. It is possible 
that skiers and snowboarders may vary on many other different criteria unrelated to conflict.
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For example, given the difference in characteristics between participants in each sport, there 
may be a need to develop different types o f lessons to best meet the needs o f each group.
Though snowboarding is still a relatively young sport when compared to skiing, its 
presence at ski resorts around the world is now well established. Given this situation, ski 
resort managers today must meet the needs o f both skiers and snowboarders if  they want to 
maximize their potential markets. As skiers and snowboarders have different characteristics 
and requirements, meeting the needs o f both requires assessing their needs separately. In 
addition to the needs o f participants varying by sport, it has also been demonstrated 
empirically that the needs o f recreationists vary with level o f specialization (e.g., Bryan,
1977; McIntyre & Pigram, 1992; Kerins et al., 2007). While it is useful to segment by sport, 
this research suggests that it may be more useful to explore differences within individual 
segments based on level o f specialization.
2.4 Recreation Specialization: A Means fo r  Further Segmentation 
A  common method of determining variation within specific recreational activity groups is by 
level o f recreation specialization. Recreation specialization proposes a process whereby an 
individual gains experience in an activity with time, which in turn affects other variables 
such as preferences, motivations, perceptions and attitudes (Bryan, 1977). Initially, the 
specialization construct was applied by Bryan to trout anglers. The results o f his research 
indicated that as the anglers gained experience in their activity, their behaviour progressed 
from that o f general interest and low involvement to specialized interest and high 
involvement.
The implications o f Bryan’s (2000) theory o f specialization were reported as being 
important for recreation managers. It is argued that managers will need to have a variety o f
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management strategies in order to satisfy the motivations and preferences o f different users 
(Bryan, 2000). Within the field o f recreation and leisure, specialization has been applied to 
diverse activities including white water paddling (e.g. Bricker & Kerstetter, 2000; Kuentzel 
& McDonald, 1992), hiking (e.g., Shafer & Hammit, 1995; Virden & Schreyer, 1988), 
angling (e.g., Bryan, 1977; Ditton et al., 2005), camping (McIntyre & Pigram, 1992), rock 
climbing (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1994), ultimate Frisbee (Kerins et al, 2007), and hunting 
(e.g., Miller & Graefe, 2000, Needham et al, 2007).
The relationship between specialization and a variety of dependent variables related to 
individual participation has been thoroughly documented in numerous empirical studies. 
Specifically, it has been shown that specialization affects recreationists’ motivations (e.g., 
Kuentzel & McDonald, 1992; Schreyer & Lime, 1984), perceptions o f crowding (e.g., 
Hammit et al., 1984; Kuentzel & McDonald, 1992), physical and social setting preferences 
(e.g., Ditton et al, 1992; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1994; Virden & Schreyer, 1988), perceptions 
o f conflict (e.g., Schreyer et al., 1984; Vaske et al., 2004), attitudes towards management 
(e.g., Kuentzel & McDonald, 1992; McIntyre & Pigram, 1992; Virden & Schreyer, 1988), 
place attachment (Bricker & Kerstetter, 2000), equipment preferences (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 
1994), and preferences for activity type (Donnelly et ah, 1986).
The specialization continuum therefore provides an appropriate method of segmenting 
the users o f a recreational service; in this case a ski resort. To give an example, it has been 
suggested (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1994) that a highly specialized rock climber has a higher 
chance o f owning their own equipment compared to a newcomier to the sport. If this 
conclusion is applicable to other recreational activities, then the relative importance o f rental 
facilities at a ski resort would differ among various skiers or snowboarders, depending on
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their level of specialization. One o f the issues facing researchers however, is how to measure 
an individual’s level o f specialization.
2.4.1: Indicators o f  Specialization
Empirically, the task of operationalising the concept of recreation specialization has been 
accomplished using a variety of indicators. Since recreation specialization is a 
multidimensional construct, the indicators selected by researchers can often be grouped into 
similar dimensions. Early studies in the area o f specialization often determined an 
individual’s level o f specialization as a combination o f behavioural and cognitive indicators 
(e.g., Bryan, 1977; Donnelly et ah, 1986). Donnelly et ah (1986), for example, determined a 
boater’s level of specialization by measuring an individual’s skill level (cognitive) and 
his/her prior experience with the activity (behavioural).
The behavioral dimension has been measured using many different variables. An 
indicator o f behaviour can include frequency of participation (Ditton et ah, 1992), frequency 
o f site visits (Bricker & Kerstetter, 2000), variety of different sites visited (Kuentzel & 
McDonald, 1992) and years o f experience (McIntyre & Pigram, 1992). Furthermore, many 
researchers employ multiple indicators as part o f the behavioral dimension. While there is no 
general consensus about which behavioral indicators are more desirable, there does appear to 
be agreement that it is better to use more than one (Scott & Shafer, 2001).
The cognitive dimension of specialization is usually measured by assessing an 
individual’s perception o f their technical ability in the activity. Self-reported skill has been 
used by many researchers as a variable for determining levels o f specialization (Bricker & 
Kerstetter, 2000; Donnelly et ah, 1986; Kerins et ah, 2007; Kuentzel & McDonald, 1992; 
Scott & Thigpen, 2003). Kerins et ah (2007) also propose that the skill dimension should
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include a measure o f the individual’s desire to improve her skills. Other measures for the 
cognitive dimension can include acquired knowledge for the activity and setting attributes 
(McIntyre & Pigram, 1992).
McIntyre (1989) added to the two-dimensional construct o f specialization by proposing 
a psychological dimension called the affective system. The affective system is based on 
previous work by Little (1976) and considers specialization as three interacting dimensions 
where growth in one area often reinforces another, yet not necessarily in a linear fashion. 
McIntyre and Pigram (1992) called this affective system ‘enduring involvement’ which 
included subsets o f self-expression, attraction (enjoyment and importance) and centrality o f 
activity to an individual’s lifestyle.
Scott and Shafer (2001) used the term ‘commitment process’ rather than enduring 
involvement to indicate the psychological dimension of specialization. They proposed that 
commitment refers to the kinds of personal and behavioral commitments that recreationists 
develop over time. Commitment or enduring involvement are commonly used 
interchangeably by researchers.
The practice o f using three dimensions to measure recreation specialization has now 
become commonplace in specialization research (Bricker & Kerstetter, 2000; Kerins et ah, 
2007; McIntyre & Pigram, 1992; Scott & Thigpen, 2003). Whichever indicators are used by 
a researcher to determine specialization, it is usual to include at least one from each 
dimension (cognitive, behavioral and psychological).
2.4.2: Means o f  Classifying Specialization Groups
Since a variety o f indicators have generally been used to measure specialization, the issue 
about how to best combine the various indicators to create a single measure is often debated.
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Most commonly, an additive index has been used to measure the degree to which an 
individual is specialized in any particular activity. The additive index is then used to plot 
individual scores along a continuum (e.g., Wellman et al., 1982) or to specify discreet levels 
such as low, medium or high specialization (e.g., Donnelly et al., 1986). One problem with 
this approach is that it tends to treat each dimension as having equal influence; this is not 
always the case. For example, a skier may have a high degree of skill from many years o f 
participation, but due to an injury or other obligations is only able to participate a couple 
times a year. Conversely, a beginner new to skiing with a low level of skill may frequent a 
resort multiple times every week.
Kuentzel and McDonald (1992) factor analyzed eleven specialization variables, which 
resulted in three dimensions: past experience, lifestyle, and commitment. These dimensions 
were then submitted to correlation tests and the results indicated that each dimension relates 
differently to motivation, perceptions o f crowding and preferences for management. The 
results for this study support the concept that it is preferable to consider the unique 
contribution o f different dimensions (behavioral, cognitive and psychological) when defining 
recreation specialization.
An alternative to the additive index is the use of a cluster analysis with the 
specialization variables in order to classify recreationists into discreet groups. Some 
researchers (Chipman & Helffich, 1988; McFarlane, 1996; McIntyre & Pigram, 1992; 
Needham et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2005; Scott & Thigpen, 2003) have opted to use cluster 
analysis because it does not assume that the specialization dimensions are equally significant 
and correlated. Researchers using a cluster analysis assume its superiority to an additive
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index on the basis that recreationists may share some of the same qualities in one dimension, 
and yet have a much different overall level o f specialization.
2.5 Research Hypotheses 
It was shown that the use o f the importanee-perfbrmanee anal ysis to identify areas o f 
improvement for a recreational service provider can be a valuable tool for ski resort 
managers. However, it is suggested that the use o f the IP A to highlight defieiencies in 
service and infrastructure is best performed when coupled with some form of segmentation 
o f the customer base.
Initial segmentation of ski resort customers by sport (skiers and snowboarders) is a 
prudent place to begin, as it has been demonstrated that skiers and snowboarders have 
different characteristics. Additionally, there is some empirical research which suggests skier 
and snowboarders may have different requirements altogether. More research is needed to 
better understand what these requirements are and in what way and to what extent they differ.
Subsequent segmentation by means o f recreation specialization is beneficial, as this 
construct has demonstrated effectiveness in the past in distinguishing between recreationists 
within the same sport. A three dimensional recreation specialization construct is also 
desirable as it takes into account the behavioral, cognitive and psychological dimensions of 
specialization.
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Based on the literature presented, the following hypotheses are proposed for the 
research study at Happo-One resort in Hakuba, Japan;
1. The various specialization and sporting segments (skiers and snowboarders) will 
demonstrate differences in socio-demographic characteristics.
2. The participants’ perceptions o f importance and satisfaction with performance 
concerning the various attributes (services and facilities) will vary with the sport 
(skiing and snowboarding) in which they participate and their level of 
specialization.
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3.0 Methodology
3.1 Context fo r  Study
This researeh was eondueted at the Happo-One ski resort in Hakuba, Japan. The village o f 
Hakuba is situated in the eentre o f the Japanese Alps, in the prefeeture o f Nagano (See 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Hakuba is one of the most popular ski regions in Japan and is home to 
ten ski resorts spread out over a 30 kilometre streteh o f alpine seenery (Snow Japan, 2008).
Nagano reeeived worldwide attention in 1998 when it hosted the Winter Olympies. 
During these games, Hakuba was home to three major events: M en’s Alpine Skiing 
(Downhill and Super GS), Ski Jumping and the Nordie Combined (Snow Japan, 2008). 
Happo-One is the largest ski resort in Hakuba and is open from Deeember to May for the ski 
season. There are 32 ski lifts which serviee 1071 metres of vertieal ski terrain (30% beginner, 
50% intermediate, 20% advanced).
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Figure 3.1; M ap o f  Japan Highlighting Nagano and the Hakuba Valley
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Figure 3.2: Hakuba Japan
3.2 Survey Design
The intent o f this research was to identify strengths and deficiencies in ski resort services and 
facilities as perceived by various user groups defined on the basis o f their sport and level of 
specialization. In order to identify these deficiencies, an “importance-performance analysis” 
(IPA) was included as part o f a survey; the standard method for implementing IP A studies. 
Data collection for this instrument requires implementing surveys with predetermined 
questions regarding the importance o f and the satisfaction with the performance of different 
facilities and services.
The results of the IPA were divided into two sections: segmented by sport and 
segmented by level of individual specialization. The non-segimented analysis included all the 
participants o f the survey, while the segmented analysis was achieved initially by splitting 
the sample into skiers and snowboarders, and then by their degree o f specialization, using a 
cluster analysis approach.
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The dates o f data eolleetion oeeurred between the months o f Deeember 2006 and 
February 2007. This time frame ineluded the shoulder season prior to the Japanese New 
Year holiday and ineluded the peak use months o f January and part of February.
The surveys were in the form of self-administered questionnaires, whieh were 
distributed by the researcher. The surveys took the partieipants approximately fifteen minutes 
to complete and were limited to participants over the age of 18. The purpose for using self­
administered questionnaires was that it was the most effieient method for gathering a large 
number o f participants, while ensuring a sample which is representative o f the population.
3.3 Population and Sample 
The population sampled were the users o f Happo-One in Hakuba, Japan. The purpose for 
seleeting the Hakuba region was that it is one of the more popular ski regions in Japan (Snow 
Japan, 2008) and the researcher, having lived there previously, was familiar with the area. 
However, the results of this researeh will eertainly have relevance to ski resorts throughout 
Japan and possibly worldwide.
The selection process for sampling followed a stratified random sampling proeedure. 
The purpose for this method was to ensure that the sample was representative o f the users of 
Happo-One. It is desirable that the participants in the sample represent the population in 
terms of pereentage of skiers and snowboarders (approximately 7:3 skier/snowboarder ratio) 
and gender (approximately 60% male and 40% female) (JPC-SED, 2006).
Sampling procedures were based on two days per week over a seven week period. The 
purpose for seleeting two days was based on the availability o f the researeher during this 
time. The selection of the ehosen days to eonduet the research was based on a random 
sampling procedure. Additionally, when seleeting the days, weekdays and weekends were
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chosen separately, in order to accurately represent the proportions of people visiting the 
resort on these days.
The next procedure to consider was the location of sampling. Based on the rationale 
that the most suitable time to approach people is when they are sitting down and have some 
free time, the researcher decided to select resort restaurants as the place for sampling. Each 
day chosen during the seven week period was assigned one o f four restaurants. Initially, 
restaurants were chosen randomly and then rotated in a cycle. Within the restaurant, a station 
was set up near the entrance for the researcher to distribute the surveys. Finally, the 
researcher approached customers entering the restaurant in timed intervals to ensure 
consistency. Customers were given free drink coupons for completing the surveys.
3.4 Instrument
The instrument used in this research was a self-administered questionnaire, which was 
divided into three sections (See Appendix 1). A description of each section is given here, 
followed by discussion o f translation and pilot-testing issues.
The first section of the survey (Section A) asked participants 11 questions regarding 
participation in their sport. These questions were used to assist the researcher with 
segmenting the customers on the basis o f sport and level o f specialization. The questions 
were created by the researcher and designed to reflect a three dimensional (cognitive, 
behavioural and psychological) model o f recreation specialization.
Section B of the survey was designed to measure the perceived importance and 
satisfaction with the performance o f various facilities and services (attributes) provided by 
Happo-One. The IPA was used for this section. Facilities and services to be assessed must 
be selected from a wide variety of possibilities. The attributes which were used in this
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survey were selected in two ways. First, attributes for this study were selected from a list of 
attributes from a previous study employing the IPA at a ski resort in Switzerland (Hudson & 
Shephard, 1998). For the purpose of efficiency (the desired time frame to complete this 
survey was fifteen minutes), attributes from Hudson and Shephard’s list, which had a mean 
‘importance’ score above the mean score for all o f the attributes combined, were selected for 
the current study. Additionally, 132 ski resort reviews from Flakuba (Snow Japan, 2006) 
were examined by the researcher. From these reviews, additional attributes were determined. 
In total there were 58 attributes grouped into nine categories (tourist information services, 
accommodation, restaurants and bars, equipment rental shops, lessons, medical services, 
shops, slopes, and slope services).
The scales used to measure the attributes o f importance and performance were based on 
a Likert-type scale ranging from one to seven. The importance scale asked whether the 
specific attribute was of importance to the individual, who responded on a 7-point Likert- 
type scale (ranging from 1 = o f no importance to 7 = extremely important). Similarly, the 
satisfaction with performance scale asked the participant to rate how satisfied he/she was 
with the performance o f a specific attribute on a 7-point Likert-type scale (ranging from I -  
o f no satisfaction to 7 = extremely satisfied). There was a space provided to indicate if  the 
attribute was not used or if  the individual had no opinion.
The final section of the survey (Section C) was used to collect relevant socio­
demographic information. This information was collected for the purpose o f potentially 
describing the various sport and specialization segments. The benefit o f being able to 
describe the various segments is that it gives managers specific characteristics of the skiers 
and snowboarders (e.g., age, place of residence, income) which can be used for developing
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targeted marketing and management strategies. The ten questions which comprise this final 
section o f the survey were developed based on past research for the IPA at ski resorts 
(Hudson & Shephard, 1998; Uysal et al., 1991). The questions in this section identify gender, 
age, type o f group, nationality, residency status, and income of respondents.
As it was anticipated that the majority o f respondents would be from Japan, there was a 
requirement to translate the survey from English into Japanese. In response to this concern, 
the survey was reviewed in English for consisteney and accuracy by faculty and students 
familiar with skiing and snowboarding. It was then translated into Japanese (See Appendix 2). 
A widely aeeepted method for eondueting eross-eultural research is to have instruments 
back-translated (Lin, Chen, & Chiu, 2005). This involved having the instrument initially 
translated into Japanese and then having another agency translate the new instrument back to 
English. The goal was to have the two instruments match. Amendments were made and the 
process repeated until there was eonsisteney between the original and the back-translated 
instruments. In this ease, baek translation was done and only one iteration was necessary.
Finally, the survey was piloted in Japan. There were two ways in which the instrument 
was piloted. First, Happo-One managers were consulted with the proposed attributes to be 
ineluded in the survey. After eonsultation, no amendments were deemed necessary.
Seeondly, the survey was piloted with volunteer participants to make sure that there was no 
eonfusion with the format. The survey was piloted with six volunteers and some minor 
adjustments were made regarding the instruetions for completion.
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3.5 Analysis
The nine attribute categories were used as the basis for the initial application o f the IPA. 
For those categories which fell in the “concentrate here” quadrant, subsequent application of 
the IPA was performed by using the specific attributes within each category. This method of 
initially considering the categories followed by inspection o f the speeific attributes within the 
major eategories allowed for a more targeted investigation.
From the mean scores o f the attributes, a two-dimensional aetion grid was created, the 
satisfaction with performance variable formed the horizontal crosshair and the importance 
variable formed the vertical crosshair. Crosshair location was determined using the 
statistieally derived mean of all participants. The result is an aetion grid with four distinct 
quadrants, each with its own management implication.
Some debate exists where researehers or managers should place the crosshairs o f the 
action grid. Ultimately, the decision is a matter o f judgment, refleeting the goals set prior to 
analysis (Oh, 2001). While traditional plaeement o f the erosshairs occurs at the neutral 
points of the axis, more reeent studies have opted to move the erosshair away from the 
neutral points on the seale (e.g.. Hunt, Scott & Richardson, 2003; Wade & Eagles, 2003).
The purpose for crosshair adjustment is two-fold. Placement higher on the horizontal axis 
(satisfaction with the performance) reflects a higher quality o f facilities and services and 
placement higher on the vertical axis (importance) narrows the priorities that the manager 
must foeus on.
In order to aehieve a more objective plaeement of the crosshairs the values were 
determined by averaging participant scores o f importance and satisfaction with performance. 
The statistically derived value was used as the point where the crosshair was placed.
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Keeping the management’s objectives in consideration, further movement o f the crosshairs 
was determined subsequent to initial analysis. In some cases, movement o f one or both o f 
the crosshairs was performed in order to capture those attributes falling near the “concentrate 
here” quadrant and appearing as part o f  a natural cluster with other attributes.
Three dimensions were used in the development o f a specialization variable, which 
were then used in a cluster analysis to segment into groups. The first dimension (cognitive), 
made up of one factor, was the skill level o f the participant. Respondents self-reported their 
skill as one o f four choices: beginner, intermediate, advanced or expert. The second 
dimension in the specialization (behavioural) was determined by asking respondents to report 
how many times on average they participated in their sport annually. The third dimension 
(psychological) was classified as commitment and was determined by asking respondents 
how important they considered their involvement: a) in their sport; b) as compared to other 
sports they participated in; and c) how important it was for them to develop their skills in this 
sport. All responses were based on one of five choices: not at all important (1), somewhat 
important (2), important (3), very important (4), and extremely important (5).
3.5.1: Cluster A nalysis
A  typical method of segmenting in tourism research is the application o f a method called 
cluster analysis, a statistical procedure categorizing cases (respondents) into groups based on 
specified, shared criteria (Dolnicar, 2002). For the purposes o f this study, K-means Cluster 
Analysis (SPSS 16.0) was chosen as the preferred method to group respondents into 
specialization categories due to the large number of cases involved (299). This method is a 
more sophisticated means o f determining an individual’s level o f specialization over the 
common method of creating an additive index. The criteria used for the cluster analysis were
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the five specialization variables o f ‘sport importance’, ‘skill’, ' sport importance when 
compared to other sports’, ‘importance of skill development’, and ‘frequency of 
participation’ on an annual basis.
3.6 Informed Consent
A cover letter (See Appendix 3), available in both English and Japanese languages (See 
Appendix 4), was given to the participants prior to distributing the survey. The letter 
explained all the necessary information regarding participation in the study to enable the 
individual to make an informed judgement on whether or not to participate.
Additionally, the researcher answered any questions that participants had prior to 
consent. A consent form (See Appendix 5 & 6) was then distributed to participants 18 years 
o f age and over indicating their full understanding o f the requirements o f the study, their 
rights o f non-participation and requesting their signed consent to participate in the study
3.7 Anonymity and Confidentiality 
Responses to the survey were anonymous and no identifying information was collected. 
Confidentiality o f information was assured in the signed consent form and maintained 
through the use o f statistical presentation of data in the thesis and in publications arising.
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4.0 Results
4.1 Survey Sample Characteristics
4.1.1: Sample Characteristics
The total number o f respondents in the sample was 299 people. Table 4.1 and 4.2 summarize 
the characteristics o f the sample.
Table 4.1: Characteristics o f  Sample (Frequencies)
Characteristic Per cent o f  Sample N
Type o f  Activity









M ale 6 9 J 207
Fem ale 30.8 92
Sporting Com panions
T our Group 11.4 34
Fam ily 24.4 73
Friend(s) 49.9 149
Alone 7.4 22
M ultiple A nswers 6.7 20
C ountry o f  Origin
Japan 9 5 3 285
A ustralia 2.7 8
H ong K ong 0.3 1
U K 0.7 2
Canada 0.7 2
K orea 0.3 1
A nnual Incom e (SCAN)
0 -  9,000 8.0 24
9 ,0 0 0 -  18,000 9.0 27
1 8 ,0 0 0 -2 7 ,0 0 0 10.7 32
27,000 -  36,000 10.4 31
3 6 ,0 0 0 -4 5 ,0 0 0 12.4 37
M ore than 45,000 3 9 3 118
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T able 4.2; Characteristics o f  Sample (Means)
C haracteristic M ean Standard
D eviation
Age o f  Participants 3 8 3 13.1
N um ber o f  Y ears Participating in Sport 19.0 12.8
N um ber o f  Ski Resorts V isited in Last 5 Years 9.2 8.4
N um ber o f  T im es at Happo-One 3&9 8 4 3
N um ber o f  T im es Participating in Sport Annually 13.1 23.3
A nnual Expenditure on Equipm ent (SCAN) $1,224.00 $1,890.00
Almost three quarters (72%) o f the sample participated in skiing. The majority o f  the 
remainder was snowboarders (24%) and only five per cent participated in both sports. The 
majority o f participants reported their skill level as being inteiTnediate (43.5%) or advanced 
(33.1%), while a small percentage were either beginners (11.4%) or experts (12%). The 
majority o f the participants were male (69.2%). The overall mean age was 38.6 years; most 
respondents were from Japan (95.3%) and were traveling with their friends (49.9%) or family 
(24.4%). On average, respondents had participated in their sport for 19 years, had made 
about 31 lifetime visits to Happo-One, and came to the resort about 13 times a year. More 
than half o f  the respondents (51.9%) earned over $36,000 CAN annually and the average 
annual expenditure on equipment was $1,224.00 CAN.
4.1.2: Skier and Snowboarder Sample Characteristics
The total sample size for skiers and snowboarders was 216 and 72 respectively. There are 
some differences in characteristics between the two activity groups. Table 4.3 and 4.4 
summarize the descriptive differences between the samples.
There was a difference between the skiers and snowboarders when comparing the self- 
reported skill level (chi sqr = 38.09; d f = 3; P < 0.001). While skiers were predominantly 
intermediates or advanced (80.1%), the snowboarders were comprised mostly o f beginners or 
intermediates (82%). Only a small percentage of the snowboarding participants reported that 
they were either advanced or experts (18%).
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Table 4.3: Characteristics o f  Sample (Means): Segmented by Sport
Characteristic Skier Snowboarder
P er cent o f  sample N Per cent o f  sample N
Skill Level
B eginner 6.5 14 26.4 19
Interm ediate 39A 85 55.6 40
Advanced 40.7 88 11.1 8
Expert 13.4 29 6.9 5
G ender
M ale 70.4 152 6 2 3 45
Fem ale 2 9 3 64 37.5 27
Sporting Com panions
T our Group 9.7 21 12.5 9
Fam ily 30.1 65 9.7 7
Friend(s) 43.9 95 6 9 4 50
Alone 9.7 21 0 0
M ultiple A nsw ers 6.0 13 8.3 6
Country o f  O rigin
Japan 9 5 3 207 93.1 67
A ustralia 2.8 2.8 2.8 2
H ong K ong 0.5 0.5 0 0
U K 0.5 0.5 1.4 1
Canada 0 0 2.8 2
K orea 0.5 0.5 0 0
A nnual Incom e (SCAD)
0 -  9,000 6.0 13 15.3 11
9 ,0 0 0 -  18,000 7.4 16 12.5 9
1 8 ,0 0 0 -2 7 ,0 0 0 7.9 17 19.4 14
27,000 -  36,000 9.3 20 15.3 11
3 6 ,0 0 0 -4 5 ,0 0 0 12.0 26 13.9 10
M ore than 45,000 44.9 97 19.4 14






Age o f  Participants 42.3 12.7 27.1 6.1
N um ber o f  Y ears Participating in Sport 23.1 12.2 6.6 4.3
N um ber o f  Ski Resorts V isited in Last 5 Years 9.4 9.1 8.1 5.7
N um ber o f  T im es at Happo-One 41.2 97.7 3.1 4.1
N um ber o f  T im es Participating in Sport A nnually 14.4 2 5 3 7.8 11.2
Annual Expenditure on Equipm ent (SCAD) $1,341.00 $2,160.00 $819.00 $513.00
When looking at sporting companions o f the participants, another difference between 
the two groups was observed (chi sqr = 24.73; d f -  5; P < 0.001). Skiers were characterized 
as participating in their sport with family (30.1%) more than the snowboarders (9.7%). The
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predominant sporting companion for the snowboarding group was friends (69.4%). The 
percentage o f skiers visiting Happo with friends was much lower (43.9%).
The skiing group was characterised by higher salaries (chi sqr = 23.47; d f = 5; P < 
0.001) and spending more money on equipment than the snov/boarders. While the skiers 
reported an average expenditure on equipment o f $1,341.00 CAN, the snowboard group 
reported an average expenditure o f $819.00 CAN.
There was a noticeable difference when comparing the two groups by age and number 
o f years participating in their sport. The box plots shown in Figure 4.1 illustrate these 
differences.
Figure 4.1 : Distribution o f  Age and Years o f  Participation by Sport
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The box plots show that discreet groups exist when looking at age and length of 
participation between the two sporting groups. The skier’s average age was 42.3 years, while 
snowboarders had a mean age of 27.1 years. Skiers reported participating in their sport for 
an average o f 23.1 years, while snowboarders had been participating in their sport for a much 
shorter time of 6.6 years.
It is evident that there were numerous differences between skiers and snowboarders. 
There were significant differences in skill level, sporting companions, age, years involved, 
frequency of participation and annual expenditure. Because of these significant differences 
subsequent analyses o f importance and satisfaction with facilities and services were 
conducted separately on each sporting group.
4.2 Segmenting by Sport 
4.2.1: Skiers ’ Importance and Satisfaction Ratings with Happo-One Facilities and Services 
The number o f skiers in the sample o f Happo-One users was 216 (72.2%). Examination of 
perceptions of the facilities and services was done on two levels. Initial analyses were 
performed on the nine attribute categories, by summarizing all the individual questions 
within each category, with subsequent analysis performed on those eategories falling within 
the “concentrate here” quadrant. The second level o f analysis involved looking at specific 
attributes within each of these categories. Figure 4.2 shows the results of the IPA analysis 
for the skier group on the main eategories.
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Figure 4.2: Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Nine Ski Resort A ttribute Categories
The action grid in Figure 4.2 shows results o f the skiers responses based on the nine 
attribute categories at Happo-One. Both restaurants and slope services were within the 
“concentrate here” quadrant. One category (accommodation) fell within the “possible 
overkill” quadrant, while three categories were within the “low priority” area (information, 
equipment rentals and shops), and three fell within the “keep up good work” area (medical 
services, slopes and lessons).
Upon examination o f the restaurant sub-categories (Figure 4.3), it was clear that there 
were many areas which participants indicated needed attention. Falling within the 
“concentrate here” quadrant were “price”, “quality of food”, “service”, “attitude and 
personality o f staff’, “clean accessible toilets”, “availability o f seating” and “variety o f food’ 
“English language ability of employees” was the only attribute which was in the “low
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priority” quadrant, while “cleanliness o f establishment” was the only attribute falling in the 
“keep up good work” area.
Inspection o f the slope services attributes (Figure 4.4) did not yield as many placements 
within the area o f concern. “Piste information” and “availability o f toilets” were the two 
attributes located in the (“concentrate here”) quadrant. The “possible overkill” area included 
the attributes “snow making” and “terrain park”. Areas o f the slope services that Happo-One 
performed well on were “grooming services” and “maintenance o f lift services”. The one 
attribute falling in the “possible overkill” zone was “attitude and personality o f the lift 
attendants”.
•  Food Quality 
Efficient
H i  l |i  W  '  H j h  I  F i t " !  '  l ih d -  1 Servie#
4 .50 *  Clean
Accessible
Toilets
4.00 : " - - - [ QVariety of Food
r«T“&±‘ "C leanliness
3.50
3.50 3.70 3.90 4.10 4.30
Satisfaction
Figure 4.3: Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Restaurant Attributes
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Figure 4.4; Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slope Services Attributes
4.2.2: Snowboarders' Importance and Satisfaction Ratings with Happo-One Facilities and 
Services
The number of snowboarders in the sample was 72 (24.1%), which was much less than the 
skier population. While only two attribute categories were found in the area of concern for 
the skier group, there were a total o f five categories falling within the (“concentrate here”) 
quadrant for the snowboarder group (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Snowboarder-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Nine Ski Resort Attribute 
Categories
Medical services, restaurants, lessons, slope services and slopes were areas of concern 
for the snowboarder group. Equipment rentals, information and shops were the three 
categories which were considered a low priority. Happo-One did not perform well on any o f 
the categories (“keep up good work”), while one (accommodation) was considered “possible 
overkill”.
Examination o f the medical services category (Figure 4.6) revealed that all attributes 
fell within the area of concern. “Attitude and personality o f staff’, “knowledge of insurance 
problems”, and the “English language ability o f employees” were all located in the 
“concentrate here” quadrant.
Figure 4.7 details the attributes for the restaurant categoiry. “Price”, “quality of food”, 
“service”, “availability of seating”, and “variety o f food” were all found in the “concentrate
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here” quadrant. “English language ability o f staff’ was placed in the “low priority” area, 
within the same general location as the skier group. “Cleanliness o f the establishment” was 
placed similarly to the skier group in the “keep up good work” quadrant. Additionally, the 
“clean accessible toilets” attribute was located in the (“keep up good work”) quadrant. One 
attribute was in the “possible overkill” quadrant (“attitude and personality o f staff’).
Two attributes were located in the area o f concern for the lessons category (Figure 4.8). 
Both “size of lesson group” and the “range o f lessons” were located in the “concentrate here” 
area. “English language ability o f employees” was located in the “low priority” area. The 
area o f lessons that the resort performed well on with this group was the “quality o f lessons”.
Figure 4.9 details the attributes for the slope services category. “Piste information”, 
“grooming”, and “availability o f toilets” were all located in the area o f concern. Two 
attributes (“snow making” and “terrain park”) were located in the “low priority” quadrant. 
The resort performed well on “maintenance o f lift services”, while “attitude and personality 
o f lift attendants” was considered “possible overkill”.
The final category for analysis within the snowboard group was the slopes (Figure 
4.10). For this category, eight o f ten attributes were located in the “concentrate here” 
quadrant (“ticket price”, “ticket options”, “length of lift queues”, “off-piste terrain”, “linkage 
and planning o f slopes”, “speed of lifts”, “lift hours”, and “sno w quality”). The “variety of 
slopes” and the “number o f lifts” were areas o f high performan ce for the resort. No attributes 
were located in the bottom two quadrants.
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Figure 4.7: Snowboarder-Segmented Im portance Perform ance Ratings fo r  the Restaurant Attributes
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Figure 4.9: Snowboarder-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slope Services Attributes
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Figure 4.10: Snowboarder-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slopes Attributes
The preceding analysis has demonstrated that segmenting the participants by sport was 
a useful method o f segmentation. Skiers and snowboarders in this sample were two discrete 
groups not only in terms o f their characteristics but also in the relative importance o f their 
foci and level o f satisfaction with the facilities and services provided at Happo-One. While 
the skiing group had only two categories in the area o f concern (restaurants and slope 
services), the snowboarding group had five (restaurants, slope services, lessons, medical 
services, and slopes). Despite these differences, there were also some notable similarities 
between the groups. Shops, equipment rentals, and tourist information services were all 
located in the “low priority” quadrant for both groups. Additionally, the accommodation 
category was located in the “possible overkill” quadrant for each segment.
To provide a more accurate planning and decision making tool, it has been suggested 
that segmentation is a necessary component o f the IP A (e.g., Bruyere, Rodriguez & Vaske,
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2002; Wade & Eagles, 2003). Therefore, it was important to identify distinct user sub­
groups within the overall sample o f skiers and snowboarders. This was achieved by using 
the recreation specialization construct.
4.3 Skier and Snowboarder Preferences by Level o f  Specialization 
Table 4.5 shows the results o f the cluster analysis for segmenting the skier and snowboarder 
by specialization. The K-Means Cluster Analysis method divided the skiers into three and 
the snowboarders into two relatively equal-sized clusters based on the specialization 
measures. For the skiers, the “medium” group was the largest (84), the “high” specialized 
group was the next biggest (68), and the “low” specialized group had the fewest members 
(60). Similarly, the snowboarders were divided into one group o f “low” specialization (37) 
and another o f  “high” specialization (32).







Low Medium High Low High
Sport Importance 2.07 3.54 4.46 2.22 4.13
Skill 2.05 2.46 3.22 1.59 2.47
Sport Importance Compared 2.08 3.57 4.63 2.41 4.03
Importance of Skill 1.82 2.89 4.31 2.35 3.97
Development
Frequency of Sport 1.42 2.00 2.84 1.30 2.22
Total Number of Cases 60 84 68 37 32
4.3.1 : Skier Group
Each specialized ski segment was analyzed using the IP A for the nine attribute categories 
with subsequent analysis performed for each category falling into the “concentrate here” 
quadrant. The subsequent analysis was performed by looking at the individual attributes for 
each category. As it is desirable to target the “concentrate here” quadrant, the results o f the
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categories falling into this area are displayed in Figure 4.11. Attribute categories not placed 
within the “concentrate here” quadrant can be seen in Appendix 7.
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F igure 4.11: Attribute Categories in the “Concentrate H ere” Quadrant by Level o f  Specialization (Skiers) 
Figure 4.11 is displays the “concentrate here” quadrant only. For the low specialized 
group, equipment rentals, slopes, and slope services needed attention. The resort needed to 
concentrate on the medical services for the medium specialized group and restaurants and 
slope services were o f concern for the high specialized skiers. Discussion on each o f the 
three segments o f specialization, low, medium and high, follows with reference to the details 
o f each category falling within the “concentrate here” quadrant.
Low specialized skier group.
Figure 4.12 shows the results for the analysis o f the equipment rental category. Areas for 
improvement included “price”, “quality and range o f equipment” and the “ability to 
exchange rented gear”. The “English ability o f employees” fell on the line between the “low
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priority” and “overkill” categories. In either case, the importance o f this category was ranked 
as low compared to the other attributes. The resort performed well in two areas o f equipment 
rental for this group (“attitude and personality o f employees” and “length o f queues”).
Examination o f the slopes category for the low specialized group showed half o f the 
attributes falling within the “concentrate here” quadrant (Figure 4.13). “Price o f lift tickets”, 
“variety o f lift ticket options”, “slope variety”, “speed o f lifts” and “quality o f snow” were all 
areas in which Happo-One did not perform well. Two categories (“off-piste terrain” and “lift 
hours”) were placed in the “low priority” area, and the resort performed well in three areas 
(“amount o f ski lifts”, “length o f queues” and “how well the slopes were linked and 
planned”). No attributes were considered “overkill”.
Three attributes (“grooming”, “piste information” and “availability o f toilets”) were 
placed in the “concentrate here” quadrant after examination o f the slope services category 
(Figure 4.14). Two attributes (“snow making” and the “terrain park”) were considered “low 
priority”; one attribute (“maintenance o f lift services”) was in the “keep up good work” area; 
and the “attitude and personality o f the lift attendants” was considered “possible overkill”.
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Figure 4.13: Low Specialized /  Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slopes Attributes
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Figure 4,14: Low Specialized /  Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slope Services 
Attributes
Medium specialized skier group.
Upon closer examination of the medieal services catego ry for the medium level o f 
speeialization (Figure 4.15), it is seen that none of the attributes actually fell within the 
“concentrate here” quadrant. The “English ability o f employees” was considered “low 
priority”; the resort performed well on “attitude and personality o f employees”; and 
“knowledge of insurance problems” was eonsidered “possible overkill”. Initial 
representation of the medieal serviees eategory in the “eoneentrate here” quadrant followed 
by no representation of the specific medical services attributes in the same quadrant was 
unique to this case and could have been a result o f the few data points “cancelling” each 
other out, or it eould represent an overall dissatisfaction with the medieal serviees, but not
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with specific attributes. More research is needed to address the customers’ needs for the 
medical services.
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Figure 4.15: Medium Specialized /  Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the M edical Services  
Attributes
High specialized skier group.
Figure 4.16 displays the results for examination of the restaurant category for the high 
specialized skiers. All o f the attributes except for one (“English ability o f employees”) were 
found in the “concentrate here” quadrant. This indicates that the resort performed very 
poorly on the restaurants overall, a result similar to other segments. The English ability 
attribute is the one exception and it was given a “low priority” designation.
The final application of the IP A for the skier group was an examination o f the slope 
services for the high specialized group (Figure 4.17). In contrast to the restaurant category, 
only one attribute (“availability of toilets”) was found in the area o f concern. “Snow
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making” and the “terrain park” were found in the “low priority” area, while four attributes 
(“piste information”, “grooming”, “maintenance o f lift services” and “attitude and 
personality o f lift attendants”) were within the “keep up good work” quadrant. No attributes 
were considered “possible overkill” for this group.
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Figure 4.16: High Specialized  /  Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Restaurant 
Attributes
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Figure 4.17: High Specialized /  Skier-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slope Services
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The value o f segmenting by specialization was illustrated with this skier group. Initial 
segmentation by sport indicated that Happo-One did not perform well in two categories for 
the skier group (restaurants and slope services). These two categories were placed within 
the “concentrate here” quadrant, indicating low satisfaction and high importance.
Subsequent segmentation by specialization revealed that other categories were o f concern in 
addition to restaurants and slope services. Slopes (low specialization), equipment rentals 
(low specialization) and medical services (medium specialization) were additional categories 
that became a priority for addressing the needs o f the skier group.
Differences in overall satisfaction amongst specialization groups (skiers).
More attribute categories were located above the satisfaction with performance crosshair for 
the medium and high specialized groups when compared to the low specialized groups. A 
one-way ANOVA test (SPSS 16.0) was used to examine the differences in overall 
satisfaction between the levels o f specialization. Overall the test showed significant 
differences (p < 0.05) between the three groups (See Table 4.6). A Bonferroni post-hoc 
indicated that the significant difference was between the low and medium (mean difference 
= .39918) levels o f specialization (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.6: O verall Satisfaction between Specialized Skier Groups.
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups 5.650 2 2.825 3.895 .022
Within Groups 151.580 209 .725
Total 157.230 211
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Table 4.7: Overall Satisfaction between Specialized Skier Groups Post-hoc Test.
Specialization Level Low Medium High
Mean score 4.31* 4.71* 4.59
*Sig Diff0.05 
4.3.2 Snowboarder Group
Each specialization segment for the snowboarders was analyzed using the IP A for the nine 
attribute categories with subsequent analysis performed for each category falling into the 
“concentrate here” quadrant. Figure 4.18 displays the “concentrate here” quadrant from the 
initial analysis of the categories. Attribute categories not placed within the “concentrate 
here” quadrant can be seen in Appendix 5.
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Figure 4.18: Attribute Categories in the “Concentrate H e re ” Quadrant by Level o f  Specialization  
(Snowboarders)
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Three categories were within the area o f concern for the low specialized group 
(medical services, restaurants and slopes). Two categories (slopes and slope services) fell 
within the “concentrate here” quadrant for the high specialized group.
Low specialized snowboard group.
Figure 4.19 displays the results for analysis o f the medical services category for the low 
specialized snowboard group. All three attributes (“attitude and personality o f employees”, 
“knowledge o f insurance problems” and “English ability o f employees”) were within the 
“concentrate here’ quadrant. It is interesting to note that this is the only instance where 
English ability fell in a category other than “low priority”.
The results of the analysis for the restaurant category are displayed in Figure 4.20.
Three restaurant attributes were within the “concentrate here” quadrant (“price”, “food 
quality” and “variety o f food”). Only one attribute (“English ability o f employees”) was 
within the “low priority” area, while the resort performed well on all other attributes 
(“efficient service”, “attitude and personality of employees”, “clean accessible toilets”, 
“availability o f seating” and “cleanliness”). No attributes fell in the “overkill” area.
The final category (slopes) for the low specialized snowboarders is displayed in Figure 
4.21. Four attributes (“ticket price”, “variety o f ticket options”, “quality o f snow” and “how 
well the slopes are linked and planned”) were in the “concentrate here” quadrant. “Off-piste 
terrain” was considered a “low priority”, and all other attributes (“amount o f lifts”, “variety 
o f slopes”, “length o f queues”, “lift speed” and “lift hours”) were considered successful, as 
they were within the “keep up good work” quadrant. No attributes were in the “possible 
overkill” area.
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Figure 4.21 : Low Specialized /  Snowboarder-Segmented Importance-Performance Ratings fo r  the Slopes  
Attributes
High specialized snowboard group.
Figure 4.22 displays the results for analysis of the slopes category for the high specialized 
snowboard group. Five attributes (“ticket price”, “off-piste terrain”, “lift speed”, “snow 
quality” and “lift hours”) were within the “concentrate here” quadrant for this group.
“Variety of ticket options” was considered a “low priority” for this group. The resort was 
considered to have performed well on the remaining four attributes (“slope variety”, “amount 
o f lifts”, “how well the slopes are linked and planned”, and “length o f queues”). No 
attributes were considered “possible overkill” for this group.
The final category for analysis is the slope services for the high specialized snowboard 
group (Figure 4.23). Four attributes were within the “concentrate here” quadrant 
(“grooming”, “snow making”, the “terrain park” and “availability o f  toilets”). The resort was 
considered to have performed well on three attributes: “piste information”, “maintenance o f
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lift services” and the “attitude and personality o f employees”. No attributes were considered 
“low priority” or “possible overkill”, indicating that all attributes for this group were o f high 
importance.
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Differences in overall satisfaction amongst specialization groups (snowboarders). 
Similar to the skiers, more attribute categories were located above the satisfaction line for the 
high specialized group. While the low specialized snowboard group had all categories, 
except for one, below the satisfaction crosshair, the high specialized group was defined as 
having most o f the categories above the crosshair. Only one third (3) o f the attributes for this 
group fell below the satisfaction line. Unlike the skiers, a one-way ANOVA test (SPSS 16.0) 
demonstrated no significant difference (p < 0.05) between the specialization segments in the 
overall level o f satisfaction.
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5.0 Discussion
Happo-One is known as predominantly catering to skiers rather than snowboarders. The 
relative percentages o f skiers to snowboarders in this sample were 72.2 per cent and 24.1 per 
cent respectively. An additional 3.7 per cent of respondents reported participation in both 
sports, and as a result were omitted from the analysis. While these numbers accurately 
reflect the estimated skier to snowboarder ratio at Happo-One (7:3), they are slightly 
different from Japan’s national composition o f skiers (58%) and snowboarders (42%) (JPC- 
SED, 2006).
In Japan, there has been an increase in the average age for both skiers and 
snowboarders over the past decade, as well as an increase in the proportion o f male 
participation (SPC-SED, 2006). Tourism British Columbia (2006) conducted a market report 
on the Japanese ski industry, and explained that skiers had an average age o f close to 40 
years and that almost two-thirds o f the group were male. Sno wboarders had a national 
average age o f close to 27 years with a 57 per cent male participation rate. The sample in 
this study was similar to these characteristics i.e., 70.4 per cent o f skiers and 62.5 per cent of 
snowboarders were male with an average participant age o f 42.3 and 27.1 respectively.
Considering the average age gap between skiers and snowboarders, it is not surprising 
that the number o f years o f participation for each sport was markedly different. The White 
Paper on Leisure showed that the national average for number o f years o f participation was 
higher for skiers (17 years) than snowboarders (5 years). Skiers in this sample have 
participated for an average o f 23.1 years, while snowboarders have participated for an 
average o f 6.6 years.
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Length o f time as a partieipant does not appear to affeet dramatically the frequency of 
participation per year. The White Paper on Leisure showed that the national average for 
skier and snowboarder yearly visits ranged between three to nine visits per year depending on 
économie and snow eonditions. Speeifieally, skiers averaged a frequeney o f 4.4 visits in 
2005, and snowboarders averaged 4.0 visits. The sample from this researeh did not reflect 
the same values for frequeney of partieipation. The snowboard group reported an average of 
7.8 times annually, while the ski group was almost double the partieipation rate with an 
average of 14.4 times per annum.
While annual partieipation rates did not refleet the national averages, travel party 
eomposition and annual expenditure are another two areas that did refleet similarities to 
national averages. Tourism British Columbia (2006) indieated that the most signifieant 
difference between snowboarders and skiers was that only 9.2 per cent of the former 
participated with family and friends compared to 35.1 per eent o f skiers. Conversely, 54.5 
per cent of snowboarders reported participation with friends, while 31.8 per eent of skiers 
partieipated with friends. The eharacteri sties o f the Happo-One sample refleeted these 
characteristies. The snowboard group was charaeterized as participating with friends 
(69.4%) and family (9.7%) most of the time. In contrast, the ski group reported participating 
more with family (43.9%) and less with friends (30.1%).
The skill level o f respondents in this sample was similar to national averages, with a 
slightly higher variation for the skier group. The White Paper on Leisure stated that the 
majority of skiers in Japan were beginner to intermediate, and that snowboarders were 
similar with slightly more beginner to intermediate participants. Eighty-two per cent o f the 
snowboarders in this sample reported their ability as either beginner or intermediate. The
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skier group had much higher levels o f advanced to expert participants (54.1%). A possible 
explanation for this variation is that in addition to being a predominantly skier-based resort, 
Happo-One is also well known for its large area of advanced level terrain, which would tend 
to dissuade beginner and intermediate level participants.
In regard to expenditure on their sport, skiers were characterized as spending more than 
snowboarders, both nationally and within this sample. The White Paper on Leisure indicated 
that on average, skiers in Japan spent approximately $740.00 CAN per year on their sport, 
while snowboarders spent approximately $561.00 CAN per year. The sample from Happo- 
One was characterized as spending more money per year than the national averages, but with 
similar proportions. The ski group spent an average o f $1,341.00 CAN on equipment, while 
the snowboard group spent $819.00 CAN. It can be concluded that both groups spent 
substantially more than the national average, as these values were for equipment only, and 
excluded other sporting related costs, such as travel, lift tickets and accommodations.
There were significant differences in age and number of years as a participant between 
the skier and snowboarders, which led to the decision to examine them as two separate 
samples in the analysis. Confirmation o f the differences was indicated clearly in current 
research reports on Japan’s ski market (JPC-SED, 2006; Tourism British Columbia, 2006). 
Additionally, past literature supported the concept o f separating recreationists into sub­
groups on the basis o f recognizing diversity that, i f  unrecognised, could lead to insensitive 
management decisions and potentially user displacement (Bruyere et al., 2002; Famum & 
Hall, 2007; Fuller & Matzler, 2007; Wade & Eagles, 2003; Vaske et al., 1996). Discussion 
will now focus on comparing the two sporting groups based on the results o f the IP A in 
general, and with regards to further segmentation by levels of recreation specialization.
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5.1 Skiers ’ and Snowboarders ’ Perceptions o f  Service Quality 
Empirical studies comparing skiers and snowboarders are few in number. Where these 
differing sporting groups have been examined, studies have tended to concentrate on 
exploring the nature o f conflicts between them (Thapa, 1996; Thapa & Graefe, 1999; Vaske 
et al., 2000; Vaske et al., 2004; Williams et al., 1994). The implications o f these studies have 
little relevance to the issues presented here, as they are designed to determine the level o f 
compatibility between skiers and snowboarders. Furthermore, most o f the data collected in 
these studies dates back more than a decade when snowboarding was in its infancy. Vaske et 
al. (2004) concluded that due to snowboarding’s rapid growth and changes in ski technology, 
it was highly possible that the results o f this past research may not be as relevant to today’s 
ski fields.
Previous studies incorporating IP A and various methods of segmentation (Bruyere et al., 
2002; Famum & Hall, 2007; Fuller & Matzler, 2007; Wade & Eagles, 2003) warned of the 
potential dangers in treating recreationists as homogenous groups. Furthermore, recent 
applications o f the IP A at ski resorts (Hudson & Shephard, 1998; Uysal et al., 1991) did not 
incorporate segmentation and suggested that further research was needed which incorporated 
segmenting ski resort customers and measurements o f importance and satisfaction. Analysis 
o f data from the skier and snowboarder groups at Happo-One revealed that while the two 
groups are the same in many ways, there are also some differences, which have implications 
for management.
O f the nine attribute categories in the IP A, both skiers and snowboarders had similar 
results for six o f these. The accommodations category was considered “possible overkill” 
and three categories (equipment rentals, shops, and tourist information services) were
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eonsidered “low priority”. Two eategories (restaurants and slope serviees) were in the 
“eoneentrate here” quadrant for both sporting groups. For the skiers, these were the only two 
eategories falling within this area o f eoncem. However, for the snowboarders there were 
three more categories (lessons, slopes and medical services) falling within this quadrant. 
These same three eategories were all within the “keep up good work” quadrant for the ski 
group.
5.1.1: Restaurants & Slope Services
Further analysis o f satisfaetion with restaurants and slope serviees eategories revealed some 
differenees on how the two groups think Happo-One is perfonuing. For the skiers, all but 
two restaurant attributes were within the “concentrate here” quadrant. These attributes 
included priee, food quality, efficient serviee, attitude and personality o f employees, elean 
aecessible toilets, availability o f seating, and the variety o f food. The snowboarders agree 
with all o f these exeept for the attitude and personality of employees (“possible overkill”) 
and clean aeeessible toilets (“keep up good work”). For both groups, the English language 
ability o f employees was considered to be a “low priority”, and the overall eleanliness o f  the 
restaurants was within the “keep up good work” quadrant. The results o f this analysis 
suggests that managers need to foeus on improving the restaurants in almost every eategory 
in order to better meet the needs o f all eustomers at Happo-One.
Regarding the dissatisfaetion o f both groups with the slope serviees, further analysis 
indicated that almost all attributes were in the same quadrants. The one exception was 
grooming, whieh was placed in the “eoneentrate here” quadrant by the snowboarders and in 
the “keep up good work” quadrant by the skiers. The reason for disparity between skiers 
and snowboarders is unclear, but it is perhaps best explained by the large percentage o f
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advanced skiers (40.7%) compared to advanced snowboarders (11.1%). A higher level of 
skill would enable participants to adapt to more variable conditions. Conversely, lower 
levels o f skill would likely lead to dissatisfaction with less than ideal conditions. Further 
analysis by management would be necessary to specify the exact deficiencies perceived by 
the snowboarders and on this basis assess the costs and benefits o f remediation.
Two remaining slope service attributes which fell within the “concentrate here” 
quadrant for both sporting groups were availability o f toilets and piste information. The 
availability o f toilets around Happo-One is limited, as they are centred on eating 
establishments around the resort rather than dispersed across the slopes. The fact that this is 
an area o f  concern raises the question as to whether there is need for more rest areas around 
the resort or simply more toilets. Further research is needed to adequately address this 
problem. According to a local ski guide, the lack of piste information at the resort is a 
problem for many users o f Happo-One ski resort (Personal Communication, 2007). 
Complaints usually centre on a lack o f information for trails and lifts at key areas around the 
resort. Resort managers can make improvements in this area by simply increasing the 
amount o f signage around Happo-One. Not only will this action enhance user satisfaction, 
but it is also beneficial from a risk management perspective. Lack o f  piste information is a 
potential hazard, as skiers and snowboarders may accidentally venture onto a piste which is 
beyond their ability.
5.1.2: Lessons, Medical Services and Slopes
As indicated, lessons, medical services, and slopes are areas o f the resort on which skiers and 
snowboarders have very different perspectives. While the skiers reported high levels of
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satisfaction and importance with these categories, the snowboarders reported them as areas 
that needed improvement (“concentrate here”).
Overall, snowboarders reported that the quality o f the lessons was good, but the 
deficiency was with the range of lessons available and the size o f groups. Resort managers 
should follow up in this area by asking snowboarders what can be done to better meet their 
needs in the area of lessons. Clearly, two immediate areas of improvement would be to 
provide a broader range of lessons with high quality throughout, and reducing the size o f  
classes to better reflect the desires of participants.
From a risk management perspective, the medical services category needs to be 
addressed. All three attributes (attitude and personality of employees, knowledge of 
insurance claims and English ability o f  employees) were placed in the “concentrate here” 
quadrant by snowboarders. It is unclear why medical service was not a concern for the skiers, 
but a possible explanation may be linked to the skill level o f  participants. Skiers have a 
higher percentage of advanced and expert level participants (54.1%) compared to 
snowboarders (18%), and this may affect perceptions o f the medical services. Medical 
services at the resort need to be researched more thoroughly to ensure that they are providing 
a very high level standard of care for participants.
Snowboarders reported all slope attributes except for two (amount o f lifts and slope 
variety) in the “concentrate here” quadrant. The attributes that were o f  concern included 
ticket price, ticket options, lift queues, off-piste terrain, linkage o f slopes, lift speed, lift hours 
and snow quality. More research is needed for managers to better understand how to make 
changes which will increase snowboarder satisfaction with the slopes o f Happo-One. For
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example, finding out what type of ticket options are desirable or offering discounted tickets 
on days which are most popular with snowboarders.
5.1.3: Summary o f  Skier/Snowboarder Differences
By focusing on the restaurant and slope service attributes, managers will be able to improve 
the resort experience for both groups. However, if  managers want to attend to more o f the 
snowboarders’ needs, then they will have to explore further the specific deficiencies in 
lessons, slopes and medical services; areas perceived as satisfactory by the skiers. This 
research shows managers that skiers and snowboarders have somewhat different 
requirements. Currently, managers are meeting most needs for skiers but not for 
snowboarders and they will have to weigh up the costs and benefits o f making any changes in 
their current services (lessons and medical) and infrastructure (slopes) to more adequately 
address the needs of snowboarders.
The advantage of segmenting is clearly illustrated by these findings, which reveal not 
only the specific service and infrastructure areas in which deficiencies are perceived by the 
respective sporting groups, but also point to directions for research that can explore the 
nature o f the deficiencies and provide information to assess the costs and benefits of 
remediation. The following section explores the utility o f the concept o f “recreation 
specialization” as a means o f segmentation. This approach is perceived as useful because it 
clarifies which recreationists within each sporting group needs to be targeted, thus further 
informing the management o f the ski slopes at Happo-One and more generally.
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5.2 Perceptions o f  Service Quality at Happo-One as a Function o f  Recreation 
Specialization in Skiing and Snowboarding
As previous research in recreation specialization has demonstrated that setting attribute 
preferences varied with level of specialization in and between activity groups (e.g., Ewert & 
Hollenhorst, 1994; Kerins et ah, 2007; Virden & Schreyer, 1988), it is an appropriate method 
to explore satisfaction with resort services and infrastructure among skier and snowboarders.
Previous empirical studies (Ditton et ah, 2005; Kerins et al., 2007; McIntyre & Pigram, 
1992; Needham et al., 2007) favoured the use o f a multi-dimensional method over an 
additive index on the basis that it was a more appropriate method for recognizing the 
complex nature of the variability in individual recreation specialization indicators. Various 
cluster analytic procedures have been recommended as appropriate methods of 
operationalising this multi-dimensionality. In this study, the K-Means Cluster Analysis 
procedure was used preferentially because of the large number o f cases in the sample (SPSS 
16.00). Results of the cluster analysis sub-divided skiers into three, and snowboarders into 
two approximately equal sized groups.
5.2.1: Skier Clusters
There were some similarities among all three levels o f specialization within the skier group. 
Happo-One was considered to have performed well on the lessons category for all three 
clusters. As Happo-One prides itself on having one o f the best ski schools in the country, 
such a result confirms this resort perception. Additionally, the categories o f tourist 
information services and resort shops were considered a “low priority” for all three groups.
The low specialized skiers had the most concerns with three categories (slopes, slope 
services and equipment rentals) falling within the “concentrate here” quadrant. The high 
specialized skiers had concerns for two categories (slope services and restaurants), while the
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only attribute category falling within the “concentrate here” quadrant for the medium 
specialized skiers was medical services.
Low and high specialized ski cluster: slope services.
Initial (skier IP A) analysis revealed that the Happo-One managers need to improve their 
slope services for skiers by improving piste information and the availability o f toilets. 
However, subsequent analysis within specialization groups revealed that while availability o f 
toilets was a common concern for both low and high groups, piste information was a low 
specialized concern only. Furthermore, the initial analysis o f skiers revealed that grooming 
was a success, when in fact the low specialized skiers perceived it as a concern. This 
information can be useful for the managers in prioritizing areas o f  change, and demonstrates 
the value o f subsequent analysis using recreation specialization to better understand the 
customers’ needs. Initial improvements in piste information and grooming (i.e. low 
specialized concern only) should be focused around the easier slopes where a higher 
concentration of low specialized skiers is found.
Low specialized ski cluster: slopes and equipment hire.
Exclusive concerns for the low specialized skiers were slopes and equipment rentals. Low 
specialized skiers expressed concern in the slopes category in the areas o f price, lift ticket 
options, snow conditions, slope variety and lift speed. These findings may be explained by 
the fact that Happo-One has mostly advanced terrain and has few beginner areas and thus is 
not generally appropriate for the lower specialized skiers. Prices are also relatively high 
compared to surrounding ski fields and the beginner areas are serviced by older ski lifts, 
which run rather slowly as compared to more modem lifts such as the detachable quad chairs
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servicing the advanced areas. This likely creates a disparity between price and value for 
money in the minds of the lower specialized skiers.
Further analysis of the equipment rentals category revealed three attributes (price, 
quality and range of equipment, and the exchangeability of equipment) o f concern for the 
low specialized skiers. For both the medium and high specialized skiers, equipment rentals 
were considered a “low priority”. This information is not surj)rising and is consistent with 
specialization literature (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1994), which suggests that as recreationists 
progress along the specialization continuum, they are more likely to own their own 
equipment and therefore depend less on equipment hire.
Medium specialized ski cluster: medical services.
Medical service was the only category in the “concentrate here” quadrant for the medium 
specialized skiers. Upon further inspection, it was noted that in the medical service category, 
none of the specific attributes actually fell within the “concentrate here” area. These results 
show the importance of performing two levels of analysis. Analysis of the attribute 
categories gives managers an idea how customers feel overall, but it is the analysis o f the 
specific attributes which provides the details for remediation. In the case o f the medical 
services category for this ski group, more research is needed to allow customers an 
opportunity to articulate their concerns.
High specialized ski cluster: restaurants.
The initial analysis by sport revealed that the restaurants category was a concern for both 
skier and snowboarders. Subsequent analysis by level of specialization revealed that this 
category was in the “concentrate here” quadrant for the high specialized skiers and in the 
“low priority” area for the low and medium specialized skiers. It is important to note that
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while in the “low priority” area, the placement of the restaurant category in both of these 
cases was near the “importance” axis. Overall, it is evident that the restaurants category is a 
concern for the skier clusters and segmentation by specialization suggests that is marginally 
more of a concern for the high specialized skiers.
5.2.2: Snowboarder Clusters
Snowboarders were sub-divided into two specialization clusters (low and high). Like the 
skiers, most attribute categories were lower in average in satisfaction with performance for 
the low specialized cluster when compared to the high specialized cluster. The one exception 
(above average in satisfaction with performance), in the case o f the low specialized 
snowboarders, was accommodation. These data indicated that as a whole, the snowboarders 
with lower levels of specialization were less satisfied on average with most attributes, than 
the high specialized snowboarders. As discussed previously, Happo-One has an above 
average amount o f high level terrain, and this could be contributing to the lower levels o f 
satisfaction amongst lower specialized users overall.
Both high and low specialized snowboarders placed low importance on shops, 
information services, and equipment rentals. However, satisfaction with performance varied 
between the two groups, in that, the high specialized snowboarders reported a higher level o f 
satisfaction with all three categories than the low specialized snowboarders, who reported 
low levels o f satisfaction with these same categories.
The resort performed well on lessons overall, as they did with the skiers. High 
specialized snowboarders reported lessons within the “keep up good work” area. The low 
specialized snowboarders however, placed lessons within the “low priority” area.
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Low and high specialized snowboard clusters: slopes.
One attribute category that was a concern for both sub-groups of snowboarders was the 
slopes category. Despite similar low ratings, there were some differences in the specific 
attributes they rated poorly within this broad category. The low specialized snowboarders 
were concerned about the price o f lift tickets, lift ticket options, overall quality of snow, and 
the linkage o f the slopes, two of which (price and snow quality) were shared with high 
specialized snowboarders. Three other attributes in the “concentrate here” quadrant for the 
high specialized snowboarders were speed o f lifts, hours o f operation and the availability of 
off-piste terrain.
The issue of off-piste use in Japan has become a controversial topic in recent years. 
There has been a recent growth in Japan in the number of skiers and snowboarders venturing 
out-of-bounds (off-piste) in search o f powder snow conditions (Personal Communication, 
2007). However, there has also been a rise in ski-related deaths and injuries due to 
avalanches. As a result, local ski resorts have a negative perception o f off-piste riding and 
have consequently increased preventative measures to deter skiers and snowboarders from 
venturing into these areas. These actions could lead to lower levels o f satisfaction as many 
advanced skiers and snowboarders desire such terrain, which is controlled and made 
available in most other world class ski destinations (Tourism British Columbia, 2006).
Recent efforts, from area outfitters, to educate ski resorts on the safe provision o f ski able 
terrain in avalanche prone areas have been met with considerable resistance from local 
resorts. This is topic which warrants more attention in future research.
Price o f lift tickets was more o f a concern for snowboarders in general than for skiers. 
This is evident as both low and high specialized snowboarders rated price of tickets in the
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“concentrate here” quadrant. This is consistent with previous research comparing skiers and 
snowboarders (Englin & Moeltner, 2004; Thapa, 1996). Both o f these studies showed that 
snowboarders placed a higher importance on price and were more responsive to price 
changes compared to skiers. Considering the age gap and income difference between the 
skiers and snowboarders in the current study, where skiers are, on average, more than 15 
years older and report higher incomes (44.9% of skiers and 19.4% of snowboarders earn 
more than $45,000 CAN), these findings are consistent.
Low specialized snowboard cluster: restaurants and medical services.
Restaurants and medical services were in the “concentrate here” quadrant for the low 
specialized snowboarders; whereas, the former fell within the “low priority” area for the high 
specialized group and the latter in the “keep up good work” quadrant. Only three (price, food 
quality, and variety o f food) of the nine restaurant attributes were located in the “concentrate 
here” quadrant. Overall, the resort performed well on five attributes and only one (English 
ability o f staff) was in the “low priority” area.
All three medical service attributes (attitude and personality o f employees, knowledge 
o f insurance problems, and English ability o f employees) were located in the “concentrate 
here” quadrant. These results differ from the medium specialized skiers, discussed 
previously, who expressed an overall concern but did not specify particular attributes in the 
“concentrate here” quadrant. As suggested, medical services is a particularly important issue 
from a risk management perspective and thus requires further research in both sports.
High specialized snowboard cluster: slope services.
Slope services are the final category o f concern for the snowboard group. The high 
specialized snowboarders rated this category in the “concentrate here” quadrant. In common
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with the low and high specialized skier segments, the provision o f toilets was the main 
concern. Also, low specialized skiers and members o f the high specialized snowboarders 
cluster expressed a similar concern with regard to grooming services. Unique to this group, 
however, were concerns about snow making and provision of a terrain park.
A terrain park is an area o f a ski resort which has various obstacles and jumps to 
perform freestyle tricks. It is not surprising that this is a concern for the high specialized 
snowboarders, as Happo-One removed their terrain park several years prior to the time this 
research was conducted. Snowboarders are traditionally the main users o f terrain parks and 
have demonstrated a distinct preference for having them available on resorts (Thapa, 1996; 
Vaske et ah, 2004). The current research reinforces this preference, as high specialized skiers 
did not put as much importance (average o f 4.91 out o f 7.0) on the terrain park as did the 
high specialized snowboarders (5.52). However, these data may not reflect recent 
technological advances in skiing which have prompted skiers elsewhere to begin to make 
more use o f terrain parks. What this current study shows is that there is a desire among high 
specialized snowboarders to be able to access a terrain park and the growing demand evident 
in other resorts amongst skiers may make its construction more cost effective.
5.2.3: Recreation Specialization and the IPA: An Overview
In summary, using recreation specialization to further segment the skiers and snowboarders 
at Happo-One was an enhancement on the initial IPA. The results supported the literature on 
recreation specialization which suggested that specialization affects recreationists’ 
preferences and levels o f satisfaction.
Overall, respondents lower in specialization, reported consistently lower levels o f 
satisfaction with the performance o f the resort in providing services. As discussed, this may
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be a result of Happo-One being perceived as catering to more highly skilled skiers and 
snowboarders with its abundance of difficult terrain. Additionally, many o f the beginner 
areas at Happo-One appear to be lacking in the infrastructure needed to satisfy participants in 
either sport.
While there were some similarities between the specialization groups, there were also 
some clear differences which can be used to prioritize management strategies. The 
observations made on similarities and differences in the various specialization clusters 
enables further refinement of the information for managers and clarifies the nature o f the 
changes required to better meet customer needs.
5.3 Summary
Despite the relatively informative results of this study and the insights it provided for 
improving infrastructure and services at Happo-One and potentially other similar resorts, a 
word of caution is merited. In a review of IPA literature. Oh (2001) explains that a common 
concern voiced in the IPA literature is that this approach is too simplistic a method on which 
to base management intervention, as it does not incorporate dimensions o f competition and 
expectation. In this regard, the IPA should be considered an initial step in understanding 
customers’ needs. Managers basing strategies on the results o f the IPA should be cautious in 
implementing costly changes without further research. A more appropriate approach may be 
to adopt an adaptive style of management which views management interventions as 
experiments and links them with monitoring (Lee, 1993; Berkes, Golding & Folke, 2003). 
Consequently, the IPA as a monitoring tool, in combination with an adaptive approach, does 
provide a potentially powerful strategy for increasing managers’ effectiveness in responding
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to users’ needs and reducing the costs and consequences associated with failed or 
inappropriate interventions.
5.4 Limitations
Little input was provided from Happo-One managers regarding survey design. An attempt 
was made to consult with managers on which attributes to include in the analysis, but 
minimal insight was provided. This may have resulted in the omission of important 
attributes or inclusion of irrelevant ones. Specifically, the accommodation category has little 
relevance as most hotels within the resort are separately owned, so the information presented 
within may not apply to the resort. This information can assist hotel owners in the area, but 
not the resort managers.
Another limitation regarding the survey design was the omission of questions asking 
overall satisfaction with performance for each attribute category and the resort as a whole. 
Each individual attribute was given a rating, but it would have been beneficial to have asked 
participants about their overall satisfaction with the performance and importance o f each 
category separately. This information could have been used instead o f averaging attributes 
within each category.
Participants in this study were limited to those over the age o f 18 years. The rationale 
for this sampling limitation was to avoid the need to seek signed consent from parents or 
guardians o f minors. Despite this limitation, the age distributions o f the skier and 
snowboarder samples in this study were the same as those quoted in the literature for Japan 
as a whole (JPC-SED, 2006).
It is important to note the general limitations o f the survey design. Qualitative 
responses assessing the importance o f and satisfaction with sen/ices and facilities o f Happo-
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One are lacking, which limits the interpretation of the results and would be a useful area o f 
further research within the various categories recognised to be o f concern in this study. As 
discussed previously, the results of this research should only be taken as suggestions for 
areas o f the resort which are perceived as deficiencies by customers. This caution is 
particularly important given the relatively small size o f the sejpnents (e.g., snowboarder 
specialization segments). The sample sizes, while appropriate for statistical analysis, may be 
insufficient to generate statistically reliable measures for the analyses o f multiple attributes. 
With this caveat, the results nonetheless provide managers with directions on which to base 
areas to target and conduct further research to increase service quality.
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6.0 Conclusions
This research confirms that Happo-One is a ski resort predominantly used by skiers. The 
resort is however being used by snowboarders, usually o f a low skill level. In light o f this 
information, some questions are raised regarding the future o f snowboarding at Happo-One. 
Managers o f Happo-One may want to conduct more research to understand why the 
snowboarders are visiting their resort and if  visitation is on the rise. Managers need to 
investigate more on the cost/benefit o f catering more to snowboarders.
Happo-One clearly performed best in the lessons category. Both sporting groups and 
all but one (the low specialized snowboarders) specialization cluster reported both high levels 
o f importance and satisfaction with performance in this area. Happo-One has an extensive 
ski school with many programs and instructors which are well known as one o f the best ski 
schools in Nagano and Japan. If Happo-One wants to make improvements in this area, 
further research to assess the specific deficiencies as perceived by the low specialized 
snowboarders would be helpful.
Restaurants, slope services and slopes consistently performed poorly and are suggested 
as to priorities for attention. Price, quality and variety o f food were the restaurant attributes 
which were foci o f concern. For the slope services category, the availability o f toilets, 
grooming and piste information were the most common issues. Rebuilding the terrain park 
was also identified as being an area which managers might want to consider based on the 
more highly specialized snowboarders’ needs. For the slopes category, four attributes (lift 
ticket prices, ticket options, quality of snow, and the speed of lifts) were the biggest concern. 
All identified more commonly by the snowboarders. High specialized snowboarders also 
expressed a desire for improvements in the availability o f off-piste terrain.
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Happo-One performed well on accommodations, but this area was usually identified as 
o f low importance. Depending on sport and level o f specialization, accommodations were 
usually considered “possible overkill” with occasional placement within the “low priority” 
area. Considering many of the hotels in the area are separately owned, this should not be a 
big concern for resort managers. If anything, there is an oversupply o f accommodation in the 
area and, as a result many have closed since the 1998 Winter Olympic Games.
Areas o f “low priority” generally included the equipment rental, shops and tourist 
information services. However, while shops and tourist information services were 
consistently placed within the “low priority” area, equipment rental was a concern for the 
low specialized skier. Recommendations for this area include reduction in price o f rentals, 
improvement in quality o f equipment and flexibility in ability to exchange equipment.
The final category included in this analysis is medical services. Results are ambiguous 
and call for further research. Low specialized snowboarders reported all three attributes in 
the “concentrate here” quadrant. The only other cluster reporting medical services as a 
concern was the medium specialized skiers, however inspection of the specific attributes 
found none in the “concentrate here” quadrant. Considering the risk management 
implications, this is also an area that resort managers will want to conduct more research.
The use o f the importance-performance analysis at Happo-One has proven effective in 
recognizing the resort’s strengths and weakness. It should be noted though, that the IPA has 
its limitations and should be considered an initial step in developing management strategies. 
The use o f segmentation is a definite enhancement to the IPA and confirms past research. 
Skiers and snowboarders are unique and discrete samples, and should be treated as such 
when attempting to understand ski resort customer needs. Use of recreation specialization
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demonstrated that there were key differences among participants within the same sporting 
group and is beneficial for resort managers as it provides greater insight into how well 
Happo-One is providing its services and infrastructure.
In conclusion, the combination of IPA, sport and specialization segmentation provided 
useful insights on the management o f the Happo-One resort specifically. However, the 
approach used in this study and its results are likely to be of broader significance for the 
industry as a whole, as few such detailed studies o f the services and infrastructure o f ski 
resorts have been conducted elsewhere in recent times. The marketing implications o f this 
study are also significant to an industry facing rising travel costs, more variable snow and 
weather conditions, and a significant decrease in participation world-wide.
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Appendix 1 : Survey (English Version)
C ustom er Satisfaction  Survey  
Section [A] -  Participation in Your Sport.
Sport
Q1. Which activity do you usually participate in?
CH Skiing CH Snowboarding
Q2. How many years have you been participating in this sport?_________years.
Q3. How important is this sport to you?
n  Not at all important EH Somewhat important EH Important EH Very Important EH Extremely Important
Q4. How important is it for you to spend time doing this sport compared to other sports you participate in?
EH Not at all important EH Somewhat important EH Important EH Very Important EH Extremely Important
Skill Level
Q5. What is your skill level in this sport?
EH Beginner EH Intermediate EH Advanced EH Expert
Q6. How important is it for you to develop your skills in this sport?
EH Not at all important EH Somewhat important EH Important EH Very Important O  Extremely Important
Frequency
Q7. Approximately how many different ski resorts have you been to in the past five years?
In Japan _____  Overseas ______
Q8. Approximately how many times have you been to Happo-One?_________
Q9. Approximately how many times per year do you participate in this sport?
Equipment
QIO. Do you own your own equipment?
EH Yes (Please continue at Q11) EH No (Please skip Q11 and continue at next section)
Q11. Approximately how much money do you spend annually on purchase of equipment for this sport? 
(Example: Skis, Snowboard, Bindings, Goggles, Clothing etc.)
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Section [B] -  Facilities and Services
Listed below are many of the facilities and services found at Happo-One.
Using the scale where:
7 = Extremely important/satisfied 
4 = Of moderate importance/satisfaction 
1 = Of no importance/satisfaction 
0 = No opinion/not used
Could you please circle the number which best indicates your estimation of both the IMPORTANCE to 
you, and your SATISFACTION with, the facility or service at Happo-One. An example is given below:
EXAMPLE
IMPORTANCE SATISFACTION
1 2 3 4 5 ^ 7  0 Quality of snow on the piste 1 0 3 4 5 6 7  0
In this exam ple, the person states that ‘the quality o f  snow  on the p iste’ is very important (6) to him /her but he/she is 
not satisfied (2) w ith the ‘quality o f  snow  on the p is te ’.
Now, please give your estimation of the following services and facilities at Happo-One
IMPORTANCE Tourist Information Services SATISFACTION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 K now ledgeable S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Clarity o f  R esort Brochures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language A bility o f  S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Readability o f  Signs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Attitude & Personality o f  Em ployees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Accommodation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  0 A ttitude & Personality o f  Em ployees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Quality o f  Food 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  0 A vailability o f  Room  Am enities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Com fortable Bed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 V iew  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 A tm osphere 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Proxim ity to Lifts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Availability o f  Hot Spring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language A bility o f  S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Restaurants & Bars at Happo-One
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Quality o f  Food & Drinks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Efficient Service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Attitude & Personality o f  Em ployees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language Ability o f  S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Clean A ccessible Toilets 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Plenty o f  Seating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Choice and V ariety o f  Food 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Cleanliness o f  Establishm ent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
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Could you please circle the number which best indicates your estimation of both the IMPORTANCE to 
you, and your SATISFACTION with, the facility or service at Happo-One.
IMPORTANCE Equipment Rental Shops SATISFACTION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Quality & Range o f  Equipm ent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 A bility to Exchange Rented Equipm ent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Attitude & Personality o f  Employees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 No Queuing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language A bility o f S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Ski/Snowboard Lessons
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Quality o f  Lessons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Size o f  Group In Lesson 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Range o f  Lessons Available 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language A bility o f  Instructor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Medical Services in Resort
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 A ttitude & Personality o f  Em ployees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 K nowledge o f  Insurance Problems 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 English Language A bility o f  S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Shops/Souvenirs
Price o f  M erchandise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Quality o f M erchandise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  0
V ariety o f  M erchandise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Attitude & Personality  o f  Employees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
English Language A bility o f  S taff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Slopes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Price o f  Lift Ticket 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Variety o f  Lift T icket Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 V ariety o f  Slopes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 N um ber o f  Lifts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Lim ited Queuing I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Off-Piste Skiing/Snowboarding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 W ell-Linked. W ell-Plarmed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Speeds o f  Lifts I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Skiing Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Q uality o f  Snow on Piste 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
Slope Services
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Groom ing o f  Pistes I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Piste Inform ation I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Snow M aking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 M aintenance o f  Lift Services I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 A vailability o f  Toilets I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Attitude & Personality  o f  Lift Staff I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Ski/Snowboard Park 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
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Section [C] -  Other Information.
Ql. What is your gender? CH Male EH Female
Q2. WTiat is your age?
Q3. With whom are you visiting Happo-One?
EH Tour Group EH Family EH Friend(s) EH Alone EH Girlfriend/Boyfriend
Q4. Do you live in Japan? 
Yes No What country do you presently live in'; (Please continue at Q 5)-
4a. How long have you lived in Japan? years
4b. What prefecture do you presently live in?
Q5. What is your annual income?
EH 0-1 million yen EH 1-2 million yen EH 2-3 million yen EH 3-4 million yen EH 4-5 million yen 
EH more than 5 million yen
Q6. Are you staying at a hotel during this visit to Happo-One?
EH Yes -----------------------► Is your hotel in Happo-One resort? [EH Yes EH No
EH No (Thank you taking the time to finish this survey.)
Comments:
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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A ppendix  2; Survey (Japanese  V ersion)
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Appendix 3; Cover Letter (English Version)
U N I V E R S I T Y  School of O utdoor Recreation, Parks & Tourism
Tel (8 0 7 )  3 4 3 -8 7 5 9  
Fax (8 0 7 ) 3 4 6 -7 8 3 6
Raoooom #
Dear Potential Participant:
f would like to invite you to participate in a Masters Degree research study I am 
conducting. My name is Michael Scorgie and I am afFiliatexl with Lakehead University 
in Canada. This research is in cooperation with Happo-One ski resort.
The intent o f  this research project is to investigate participant’s satisfaction with various 
services and facilities at Happo-One. To accomplish this goal, 1 would like to ask you to 
coiftplete a questionnaire concerning your participation in winter alpine sports, your 
satisfaction with the services and facilities at Happo-One and some general information 
about yourself. This will require approximately 15 minutes o f  your time and participation 
in this research does not involve any foreseeable risks.
Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw from participation at 
anytime. You may also decline to answer any individual questions in the survey.
Participation in this survey is completely anonymous, so  please do not write your name 
or any other identifying information (e.g., your address) on the survey. All information 
you provide w ill be presented as statistical results in reports or publications arisingfrom  
this study. N o information you provide will be able to be assigned to you directly. Data 
collected from this survey will be securely stored at Lakehead University for a period o f  
seven years. To participate in this survey you must be at least 18 years old and consent to 
participate.
The results o f  this research will assist the managers o f  Happo-One in developing the 
services and facilities to better meet customers’ needs.
I f  you have any questions or concerns or if  you would like to receive a copy o f  the report, 
please do not hesitate to contact me at £090-1868-9837) or at mdscorgi@lakeheadu.ca. 
You may also contact Dr. Norm McIntyre at 01-807-343-8963 or at 
nracintyr@lakehadu -ca.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely, 
Michael Scorgie
C  C LI  a RAT 1M a 4 0
9 5 5  O liver Road T h u n d e r Bay O n ta rio  C a n a d a  P7B 5E1 vvww.lakeheadu.ca
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Appendix 4: Cover Letter (Japanese Version)
U N I V E R S I T Y  School of O utdoor Recreation, Parks 6c Tourism
Tel (807 ) 343 -8759  
Fax (807) 346 -7 8 3 6
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Appendix 5: Signed Consent Form (English Version)
I, (print nam e)______________________________ , have read and understood the covering letter o f the
study by Michael Scorgie on The Influence o f  Recreation Specialization on Perceptions o f  Service 
Quality at a Japanese Ski Resort. I agree to participate in this study by completing a survey. My 
signature also indicates that I understand the following:
1. I am a volunteer and can withdraw at any time from the study.
2. There is no apparent risk o f physical or psychological harm.
3. The data I provide will be confidential.
4. I will receive a summary o f the project, upon request, following the completion of the project.
I have received explanations about the nature o f the study, its purpose, and procedures.
Signature o f Participant Date (dd/mm/yyyy)
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Appendix 6: Signed Consent Form (Japanese Version)
fL, ( f t ^ ) _ _ ________________________________ X  A {7 ' A  3  — 5 /— (C j;  6 # ^ ,  ^The
Influence o f  Recreation Specialization on Perceptions o f  Service Quality at a Japanese Ski Resort} <D
4. Tf r M’f ' i r f C  ih
0 #  ¥  ^  0
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Appendix 7: Importance-Performance Ratings for the Nine Ski Resort Attribute Categories -
Skiers Segmented by Levels o f Specialization
Low  Specialization
M edium  Specialization
High Specialization
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Appendix 8: Importance-Performance Ratings for the Nine Ski Resort Attribute Categories -
Snowboarders Segmented by Levels o f Specialization
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